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EDITOR’S COMMENT

YOUR inspirational

page turner

If I could theme this particular issue of Mining Review Africa,
I would theme it ‘INSPIRATION’.

T

Burey Gold and Tekton Minerals are
our modern day Vasco da Gamas and
Bartolomeu Diases of the mining sector –
exploring unchartered territory, intent on
making major new discoveries. In fact, both
companies appear to have done so already.
In many cases, some of the world’s largest
deposits, owned by some of the world’s
largest mining companies, were discovered
by ‘simple’ explorers.

his was not my or Chantelle’s
intention, nor did I realise it until
our page plan design for the issue
was complete. Nonetheless, the
magazine is full of inspirational messages
and mining activities that are sure to make
you smile or brighten your day.

An inspirational woman
My personality of the month stands out in
particular – Ms Tiguidanke Camara – who
not only shared with me her amazing
journey since growing up in Guinea, but
also uplifted my own spirits after reminding
me of my signiﬁcant role and contribution
to the mining industry as a female.
A Guinean native and former
international model turned mining
entrepreneur, Camara is quickly becoming
one of the mining sector’s greatest role
models, especially for women. Her passion
and her story, to positively improve the
lives of communities in Africa through her
company’s mining projects in Guinea and
Côte d’Ivoire in West Africa, is inspirational
and impressive considering she has no
formal mining education.
This is one amazing lady and I encourage
you to read her story and share it with
your female colleagues. She is proving that
women have a role to play in this industry
and honestly can make a diﬀerence.

“

It has been ages since I last spoke
with a company who isn’t frantically
trying to raise cash or get its project
into construction and development, but
is rather spending its time evaluating
a prospective area and determining its
potential mining value”
Randgold Resources and Anglogold
Ashanti’s DRC-based, 600 000 ozpa Kibali
gold mine was discovered by Burey, as was
Tiger Resources’ 25 000 tpa Kipoi copper
project. With such successful discoveries
under its belt, the company believes it is
well on track to revealing its next major
deposit, also in the DRC. Considering it is
located just 30 km from Kibali, it is likely
that Giro could be the ‘next big’ gold mine
in the country.

Inspirational explorers
Our mining in Central Africa feature
showcases inspiration in a diﬀerent light
but is equally fulﬁlling to read. Chantelle
and I both had the opportunity to talk to
two companies who are neither junior
nor major – they are explorers – earlystage, Greenﬁeld explorers. It has been
ages since I last spoke with a company
who isn’t frantically trying to raise cash
or get its project into construction and
development, but is rather spending its
time evaluating a prospective area and
determining its potential mining value. It
is so easy to forget our basic, core mining
roots.
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Taking time to remember the past at the Kimberley
big hole, claimed to be the largest hole excavated by
hand. Laura Cornish, Editor, Mining Review Africa

Tekton Minerals has ventured further
north into Chad. Like me, you may ask
yourself what lucrative deposits are lying
dormant in a country which doesn’t really
feature on Africa’s mining radar. A number
of high grade gold deposits is the answer.
Drilling to date has revealed gold veins
ranging in grade from 15 g/t to nearly
20 g/t, along with a signiﬁcant tailings
resource which could see the company
quickly enter a cash-generating phase with
a small processing plant. This is deﬁnitely a
company worth keeping an eye on.

Inspirational commitment to
sustainability
It is not hard to ﬁnd inspiration when
writing about community upliftment, the
environment and their sustainability – from
a mining perspective.
The mining sector has a ‘bad rap’ when
it comes to the environment. It carries
more than a century of bad legacy issues
in South Africa and somehow, no matter
what preventative actions or contributions
towards sustainability initiatives our mines
take, it isn’t enough.
In spite of this, I am inspired by their
commitment to change and their devotion
to environmental protection. It is no easy
task either – mines must work with local
governments together to provide the
best for their people and their natural
landscapes. The challenges in doing so are
obvious. Meeting the needs and desires
of multiple stakeholders with diﬀerent
agendas seems almost impossible yet it has
been done and can be done and there are
fantastic examples to prove it.
At the end of the day it’s the eﬀort and
unwavering dedication that counts, in my
opinion. As long as our mines are trying
they are on the road to success. Let’s
not forget the hundreds of new schools,
hospitals/clinics, infrastructure, etc. that
Africa has to show for a mine’s presence.
The DRC’s Tenke Fungurume copper mine
is a prime example. The billions and billions
of dollars the operation (through its owners
Freeport-McMoRan and Lundin Mining) is
spending on community and environment
projects is overwhelming and admirable.
Before I go, our pipes and pumps and
comminution features are not to be missed.
Technologies and innovation continue
to take centre stage in these two mining
ﬁelds and staying abreast of interesting
and exciting developments is always
inspirational.
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COVER STORY
Sasol Overland Conveyor

ELB ENGINEERING SERVICES

Diversiﬁcation strategy
aligned with changing global platform
South Africa’s mining industry continues to face a harsh economic
reality as commodity prices remain weak and an oversupply of
minerals forces it into a greater state of repression. Despite this,
ELB Engineering Services’ (ELB) business is growing. CEO
DR. STEPHEN MEIJERS attributes this market-defying success
to the company’s forward-thinking strategy which includes market
adaption, industry diversification and the establishment of new
partnerships and technologies designed to meet industry’s evolving
needs. LAURA CORNISH writes.

“T

he South African
economy is in a state
of stagﬂation, suﬀering
one of the lowest growth
rates (<2%) across the African continent
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in 2014. Investor conﬁdence has never
been lower and we have had continual
downgrades of our institutions since 2008
when the global recession started,” Meijers
starts. The resultant impact on foreign
direct investment and capital projects is
signiﬁcant and has subsequently placed

South Africa’s engineering fraternity under
severe pressure. And the situation is not
forecast to improve before 2017.
“Companies will not survive this
changing environment if they continue
forward implementing ‘normal’ business
strategies,” says Meijers. “Without a change
in strategy and direction, longevity is not
guaranteed.”
Fortunately, ELB has been preparing for
this rapidly changing market for the last
18 months and has adapted its business
strategy to provide solutions which will
assist industry reduce costs, improve
eﬃciencies and ultimately maintain
proﬁtability. “Coupled with our entrance
and growth into new industry sectors,
ELB is in a position of strength and is
undertaking work which also adds value
to our clients’ businesses as well as their
shareholders,” Meijers reveals.

Iron Ore Dense Med
M dia Sep
S aration Plant

COVER STORY
THE ACQUISITION OF B&W ELECTRICAL
INSTRUMENTATION AND CONTROL…
…in May 2014 has enhanced ELB’s ability to provide a full construction
capability alongside ELB Construction. Says Meijers: “B&W has showed
pleasing growth over the past year and continues to add value to the
Group and general market. This construction capability allows ELB to derisk the construction portion of our EPC projects from a client perspective
as there is no sub-contractor interface for this portion of work. Interface
problems and complications typically arise in projects due to the
construction portion of a project.”

Explosives
E
delive
ery system for a
mining operation

The survival strategy
To outlast the current economic climate,
mining houses need to reduce the
operating costs of big capital equipment
(such as earth and ore moving vehicles),
increase staﬀ competency capabilities and
implement eﬃciency projects to decrease
the average processing cost per ton while
at the same time gaining better yields.
“These are the areas we have been
focusing on over the last year and a
half where we have in fact already been
successful in the iron ore, manganese, coal,
zinc and cement markets,” Meijers indicates.
The focus is life extension and Brownﬁeld
expansion projects which deliver maximum
return from minimum cash input.
In South Africa, the company has
also successfully ventured into new
business areas, speciﬁcally providing
Eskom-independent power solutions –
typically in the niche 50 MW (and smaller)
market space. The company is also
gaining momentum within the broader
industrial sector in Africa where numerous
engineering opportunities are emerging.

have aligned ourselves with world-class
appropriate technologies and knowhow. To maintain this momentum going
forward, particularly within our power
and industrial sector focus areas, we
are aligning the business with relevant
technology partners”. (This has always
been ELB’s primary business model
and a key strength). The company is
also moving, with force, away from its
reliance on commodity markets into areas
of discontinuity and applying its core
engineering and project management
entrepreneurial skills into those markets,
which will undoubtedly provide greater
business security and a steady workﬂow of
new projects.
The company’s core mining and bulk
materials handling strengths remain
integral to the overall business however.
“But we believe there will be insuﬃcient
opportunities in Africa to provide bulk

export workload into the company over the
next ﬁve years. Subsequently, our business
approach is focusing on bulk import
countries which receive product from Africa.”
To maximise on potential opportunities
in this industry sphere, ELB is looking to
form reciprocal technology relationships
with inﬂuential commodity import
countries such as India, Thailand, Vietnam,
Taiwan, Malaysia and Indonesia. “Our
relationship approach is slightly diﬀerent –
the intention is to feed ELB technology and
capabilities into companies with whom
we have partnered and in return feed their
technology back onto this continent.”
Importantly, because ELB understands
how to evaluate and manage the risks
associated with Africa, it will continue
serving the continent wherever
opportunities present themselves.

A closer look at power
ELB Engineering Services is focusing largely
on three speciﬁc areas within the power
market:
• biomass;
• gas; and
• waste-to-energy.

880 MW coal ﬁred boiler

Smart diversiﬁcation tactics
Over the last nine years ELB has achieved
above average growth rates “because we

BRINGING NEW TECHNICAL SKILLS ON
BOARD
Anglo American’s research laboratory technical capabilities
and skills have been shifted into a new entity – Isithelo Mining
Products and Services – which is now housed with the ELB
campus and extends the group’s offering. Under the new
company umbrella, its focus is to provide specialist technical
expertise and solutions to the mining industry.
Comprising the technical staff from Anglo American’s corporate
office, the consulting team has combined its mining, project,
geosciences and technology expertise to specialise in areas
include geosciences, project engineering and integration, safety
and sustainability, mining, drilling and blasting, comprehensive
engineering services and change management specific to
improved operational performance.
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750 000

Flu gas desu
s lphurisation
n

The number of hours
(recorded in July 2015) ELB
has worked at Medupi with no
lost time injury – it has taken
the company two years
and four months to
achieve this

“Our intention
is to provide
opportunities
for clients to be
electricity self-reliantt
and use Eskom power
er
supply only as a back-up.
k-up.
Technologies incorporated
orated into
this service include green solutions, power
management and power saving solutions
– to further reduce power consumption as
well.”
ELB has already formed relationships
with global leaders in the power ﬁeld to
gain access to the necessary technologies
to quickly build its reputation and footprint
in the market.
And the company has chosen global
leading industry experts in these ﬁelds
which include Denmark-based biomass
leader DP Cleantech; United States-based
Inglett & Stubbs International (ISI), leading
technologists in gas turbines who also
“recover heat at an advantage through its
gas turbine process”; and thirdly Koreabased environmental protection and ﬂu
gas desulpherisation expert KC Cottrell.
Following the agreements established
between these companies, ELB has
been awarded the construction of a
25 MW biogas-to-power project at
Sappi’s Ngodwana mill in conjunction with
DP Cleantech and KC Cottrell.

A close look at the fast-moving
consumer good (FMCG) market
While ELB has been present in this sector
for the last 10 years, it is injecting more
Medupi coal feed conveyors
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investment and energy
in
into growing this
in
business strength across
b
Africa. One of its more
Af
recent successes in this
rec
market is the engineering
mark
construction contract
and con
for Nestlé’s new Ricoﬀy plant
Escourt, which is presently being
in Escourt
commissioned.

Eﬃciency-enhancing mining
projects
This business focus area has seen ELB take
on a number of new and exciting projects
within the mining sector.
“We have recently supplied two dense
media separation (DMS) plants to Kumba
Iron Ore’s Kolomela mine and another
three DMS plants to its large-scale Sishen
mine, designed to increase production.”
At present, the company is working on
ﬁve eﬃciency projects for Vedanta’s new
Black Mountain zinc and lead process
plant, which are in the engineering phase.
ELB has also applied its business model
into this more traditional market sector –
growing its in-house technology by tying
up with world-class partners which now
include explosives specialist AEL Mining
Services.
The companies’ agreement entails
the installation of turnkey vertical drop
infrastructure that will enable deeper,
safe and eﬃcient delivery of emulsions
for blasting in underground mining
operations. The systems allows the
delivery of emulsion and sensitiser
underground via a vertical pipeline to

storage tanks underground, thereby
oﬀering the requisite explosive energy on
tap. This revolutionary system enhances
safety, improves logistics and saves costs.
It will see ELB exclusively install the
AEL-patented infrastructure at customers’
sites as required. It further includes the
establishment of pertinent roadways
and surface delivery points, drilling
the borehole, installation of all piping,
underground storage tanks, respective
piping and ancillary equipment as well as
the required safety and control devices.
AEL will sign oﬀ on completion of the
projects, commissioning and supply of
emulsion.
The agreement between AEL and ELB is
a culmination of work carried out over ﬁve
years and this innovation will, as a ﬁrst for
the industry, provide mines with access to
emulsion at levels as deep as 700 m. This
is leaps and bounds above the current
depths that have traditionally been
achieved of approximately 225 m.
“ELB’s strength lies in its ability to
partner with world-class technology
providers and execute projects to the total
satisfaction of its clients. The strength of
this partnership lies in the ability of both
companies to package a total solution
to the end user. ELB is most honoured to
have the opportunity to work with AEL in
developing the business going forward,”
Meijers highlights.

Exciting ventures
ELB is currently underway with the ﬁrst
phase of engineering for the 29 km
overland conveyor for the new Asanko
gold project in Ghana. “We hope to take
this project into execution in the ﬁrst
quarter of 2016.”
The company is also working on a major
new project abroad – having developed
a coal drying technology for a large
Indonesian lignite coal mining operation
which can dry coal at a rate of 250 tph.
The caloriﬁc value is increased by about
30% thanks to the reduction in inherent
moisture content.
Successfully commissioned at the
start of September this year is one of the
company’s major mining projects – for
Sasol Mining’s Impumelelo coal mine.
The project included the infrastructure
transportation of coal through a series of
storage bunkers onto one of the world’s
longest overland conveyors. MRA
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PERSONALITY OF THE MONTH
TIGUIDANKE CAMARA

Inspiring Africaʼs up and
coming mining women
TIGUIDANKE CAMARA, a Guinean native and former international
o
onal
model turned mining entrepreneur, is quickly becoming one of the
mining sector’s greatest role models, especially for women. Her
e
es
passion and her story, to positively improve the lives of communities
ô
ôte
in Africa through her company’s mining projects in Guinea and Côte
d’Ivoire in West Africa, is inspirational and impressive considering she
has no formal mining education, writes LAURA CORNISH.

A

lthough Camara ﬁrst pursued
a career in modelling in the
United States in her teenage
years, her heritage and
connection with Guinea and its mining
sector ultimately saw her return to her
industry, “intent on changing the landscape
of the mining ﬁeld, as a woman, and
broadening the sector further”.
Today, she is the chairman and CEO of
mining companies Tigui Mining Group
(TMG) and gold and diamond exploration
business Camara Diamond & Gold Trading
Network (CDGTN), founded respectively
in 2012 and 2009. Having just turned
40, she is also one of the youngest
women mining executives and one of
the few women mine owners in Africa.
Through TMG, the holding
company, Camara is also pursuing a
gold exploration project in partnership
with a local cooperative in Odienné in
Côte d’Ivoire.

Camara started modeling as a teen,
rose to fame in the United
States as a model in
the 90s and later
became a fashion
entrepreneur
before switching
to mining

27
Tiguidanke Camara’s
age when she acquired
28% of shares in a
mining joint
venture
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Reconnecting with her roots
“I have always been interested in mining. I
was born and raised in Guinea and knew
from an early age what mining was and
its contribution towards the country. In
my country, it represents approximately
90% of total exports and I ﬁrmly believe
that the exploitation of mineral resources
is one of the key drivers for the economic
development of Africa,” Camara shares.
During her modelling and fashion
industry years, Camara developed and
retained a close relationship with
numerous diamond and gem
jewellers. “I realised my
aspiration to reconnect with
the mining sector through
those relationships,” she
reveals.
CDGTN was born shortly
afterwards, registered in
the United States and then
in Guinea in 2009. TMG
was incorporated
in December
2012. Through
partnerships
and alliances, its
strategic purpose
is to acquire and
developing natural
resources that have
economic value
and potential for
future growth.

Learning the
ropes and making a
diﬀerence
“Recognising that I did
not have enough miningrelated knowledge, I
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surrounded myself with knowledgeable
people, including a very experienced local
geologist, who have guided me to make
the right decisions regarding my licence
acquisitions, protocol and plans of action.
My own commodity research assisted
my decision-making and choices as well,”
Camara reveals. “Coming from a fashion
background, I had to acquire mining
industry-speciﬁc knowledge to negotiate
and progress in the sector.”
Having grown up in Guinea, Camara
has used this to her advantage, leveraging
her relationships with local communities,
governments, and investors to promote
sustainable business ventures as well as
encourage a new generation of women in
the mining industry.
“Our goal is to become a natural
resources conglomerate with heavy
mineral production. As an African womanowned mining company, we want to be a
key player in the industry – similar to any
major multinational company. Our main
focus is on expanding in West Africa but
also to develop anywhere in the world
where mining oﬀers a positive inﬂuence
and impact on people’s lives.”

When size
Matters.
SUPER SKIDS

People You Know.
A Brand You Trust
For more information on our full range,contact us:
Call centre:
0861 100 190
Website:
www.bwep.co.za

Camara at the TMG mining assets with a member of her team in Guinea in 2013

Developing signiﬁcant gold and diamond projects
in Guinea
TMG owns three diamond and associated mineral exploration licences
totalling 280 km² in the region of Kerouane-Macenta.
It also owns an additional ﬁve semi-industrial gold and associated
mineral exploitation permits across 76 km² of the Birimian Belt in
Siguiri, northeast Guinea, including the Siguiri gold project. “These
are highly prospective areas and rich in minerals,” Camara aﬃrms. Her
company has also secured funding for the Siguiri project.

“

Recognising that I did not have enough
mining-related knowledge, I surrounded myself with
knowledgeable people, including a very experienced
local geologist, who have guided me to make the right
decisions” Tiguidanke Camara
CDGTN has been actively exploring the gold region post the
completion of a desk top technical review but not at present. “All
activity is on hold because of the Ebola crisis. Our assets are located in
the forests – areas which have been heavily exposed to the virus. The
situation has however largely settled and we expect to be back on the
ground by the end of 2015.”
This has not put a stop to Camara’s mining movements. Not only is
she working on social aspects of the Siguiri project but she has also
been evaluating projects in Côte d’Ivoire which she started in 2014.
Camara during TMG’s
company presentation
at the Mining Indaba
Investment Discovery
Forum in 2014
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PERSONALITY OF THE MONTH
Economic empowerment for
women
Camara is intensively driven by her desire
to uplift local communities – particularly
the women. “We are introducing and
implementing our Agro-Mine programme,
which will be used to develop sustainable
agriculture opportunities for women within
our areas of exploitation.”
The programme aims to assist women in
marketing and diversifying their production
to generate more income. “We have also
strategically partnered with agricultural
companies to oﬀer training in food security,
food hygiene and income generation.
The goal is for them to achieve ﬁnancial
independence.”

Being a woman in a man’s world –
in Africa
Women still face discrimination in the mining
industry but according to Camara, it is less
severe. “I see a new trend developing as
women become more organized in the ﬁeld.
Through associations, we are doing a lot
to empower our gender. This is the reason
why I am a member of Women in Mining
International (WIM) and the co-founder of the
branch in Guinea, WIM Guinea.”
She insists on the importance of the
individual eﬀort and a self-starting attitude to

Camara at the TMG mining assets with her team in Guinea in 2013

in Africa. I started my companies at
the height of the 2008 economic crisis,
making fund raising extremely diﬃcult.
Moreover, Guinea was undergoing a
political transition, from a coup to a
legitimately elected government. The
economic climate was very unstable
but despite all this, my journey has been
successful and this success will continue
to grow,” she concludes. MRA

succeed. “The reason you will get this job is
not because you are a woman but because
you have the skills and the expertise. With
knowledge and professionalism, as a woman
you can get into any industry.
Camara has faced challenges since
starting her mining businesses, but being
a woman isn’t one of them. “There are
factors beyond your control that make it
diﬃcult to establish a mining company
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SPECIAL PROJECT FOCUS | SENEGAL
AFRICAN PHOSPHATES FOR FERTILIZERS

Minemakers’
business case
emerges in
Senegal

▼

The annual global fertilizer market is forecast to be worth US$172
billion this year, an increase of more than 32% since 2010. This
increasingly lucrative market is the foundation upon which ASX/
TSX-listed phosphate explorer and developer Minemakers is
building its business. And its intention to start producing quickly
has seen it acquire a large-scale rock phosphate tenement in
Senegal, which is on track to become operational in the latter half
of 2016, writes LAURA CORNISH.

IN SHORT
The new Baobab phosphate
operation is just a year away
from production and will
elevate Senegal’s intention
to encourage new mine
developments in the sector
moving forward.

Minemakers has revealed a 68 Mt maid
den inferred mineral
resource for Baobab, grading 22% P2O5 (phosphorous
pentoxide) with an 18% cut-oﬀ for the Gadde Bissik prospect

“T

he phosphate industry
is a key component of the
world’s nutrient market,
which is interesting
from an economic point of view but more
importantly, because it will contribute
towards providing long-term feeding
solutions for people across the world,”
Minemakers CEO Cliﬀ Lawrenson starts.
“This is the foundation upon which our
company has been built and will be further
developed over time.”
And while the company has been
exploring and continues to explore and
evaluate a signiﬁcant rock phosphate
project in central Australia, the company
has set its sights on securing a project
which can be brought into production
quickly. “Towards the end of 2014 we found
that project, in Senegal,” Lawrenson states.

The Baobab exploration
lease area, also showing
other phosphate operations
in the region
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SPECIAL PROJECT FOCUS | SENEGAL

“

We are very committed to making
the Baobab project as Senegalese and
African as possible” Cliff Lawrenson

Subsequent to this, Minemakers has
revealed a 68 Mt maiden inferred mineral
resource for Baobab, grading 22% P2O5
(phosphorous pentoxide) with an 18%
cut-oﬀ for the Gadde Bissik prospect.
There is signiﬁcant upside as well – a
45 – 60 Mt exploration target has been
identiﬁed, but remains early stage and
unconﬁrmed at present.

Senegal’s quick start-up
legislation
Securing an ideal project, in an
ideal location
In April this year Minemakers entered
into a conditional agreement to acquire
100% of Baobab, the potential near-term
production rock phosphate project from
Baobab Partners LLC, an aﬃliate of Agrifos
Partners through an all scrip deal. Agrifos
is an aﬃliate of Vulcan Phosphates, which
is a co-investor with Minemakers in
JDCPhosphate and a major Minemakers
shareholder.
“The project was identiﬁed and secured
after outsourcing our existing geological
and process capabilities which enabled us
to accumulate valuable shared knowledge
on the potential of the project,” which
is currently held by Baobab Mining and
Chemical Corporation SA (Baobab), a
company controlled by Agrifos.
An additional beneﬁt of the transaction
is Minemakers’ acquisition of the
improved hard process (IHP) licence
from JDCPhosphate, for the Republic of
Senegal. Although the IHP beneﬁciation
process has yet to be commercialised,

220 Mt

its impact on phosphate operators will
be signiﬁcant – potentially cutting costs
of phosphoric acid producers by 30% or
more.

A signiﬁcant resource
Minemakers ﬁrst became involved in
Baobab in January 2014, providing project
management and metallurgical-type
skills sets to better deﬁne the project –
two years after an intensive exploration
programme was started.
A$7 million has been spent to date by
the vendors, including approximately
14 500 m of drilling (359 air-core and six
diamond holes) in a 90 km² area referred
to as Gadde Bissik.

SENEGAL OVERVIEW AND MINING STATUS
• One of Africa’s most stable and successful democracies (IMF 2010) with a stable and investorfriendly social and political environment;
• Population of circa 13.5 million (2013 estimate);
• Substantial progress in combating poverty, improving social infrastructure and advancing its
economic emergence (IMF);
• GDP of US$14.7 billion (World Bank 2013)
• Established mining industry with phosphates as primary exports;
• Mining code implemented in 2003, administered by Ministry of Mines;
• State involvement restricted to approvals and royalties;
• Good connected infrastructure and qualified workforce;
• Effective Senegalese Chamber of Mines

The volume of phosphate
produced globally in 2014

A$7 million has been spent to date by the vendors, including approximately 14 500 m of drilling
(359 air-core and six diamond holes) in a 90 km² area referred to as Gadde Bissik
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“The project is moving very quickly, largely
thanks to Senegal and its accommodating
small-scale mining permit (SMP)
legislation which was established to assist
mining companies move into production
quickly,” Lawrenson states. The small mine
permit allows a company to mine a 5 km²
area within its overall tenement.
Minemakers received its SMP in May
this year, two months after applying for it.
“The entire Baobab tenement included in
the acquisition totals just over 1 500 km²
but we have identiﬁed our 5 km² area on
the eastern portion of Gadde Bissik to start
mining. This area speciﬁcally has a
25 Mt inferred resource at 23% P2O5
which can further be upgraded to 32%
using a simple wet screening process.”
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which won’t interfere with a near-surface
aquifer that is predominantly used for the
local Senegalese population,” Lawrenson
outlines. Gensets will provide the project’s
power needs – just a few megawatts
initially.

Beyond the small mine permit

Moving forward, the company is injecting
all its time and energy into starting up its
Baobab – Gadde Bissik tenement – mine.
“All our work to date indicates we can start
mining in 12 months at a rate of 500 000 tpa
of phosphate.” The operation, which requires
no blasting, will be a simple earthmoving
open cast mine. The mineralisation varies
between 2 m and 12 m in thickness,
between 11 m and 51 m from surface.

The long-term strategy for Baobab is to
exploit it fully but Minemakers needs a full
mine permit to do so. “Senegal requires
companies to partner with a governmentowned entity for this. The resultant beneﬁt
is a more generous tax regime. This is the
logical next step for the project and could
potentially lead to doubling production
as well
well.”
Lawrenson
believes it
L
DID YOU
should
take in the region of
sh
KNOW?
12
1 to 36 months to obtain
More than 85% of global
a full mine permit and
phosphate reserves are
The product will travel by
between
24 and 36 months
b
located in Africa and
truck 145 km to the port of
to double production.
the Middle East
Dakar road, mostly on double
Importantly,
expanding
I
highway (120 km) and shipped to
o
the o
operation beyond its initial
international customers.
production
productio is dependent on market
Despite Senegal’s warm/hot climate,
conditions.
the project will have suﬃcient access to
“In essence this is a keep-it-simple,
water, from underground aquifers. “We are
straightforward, low cost project but even
currently testing a deep level aquifer for our
so is also undoubtedly a turning point for
water use requirements and consumption
the company,” Lawrenson concludes. MRA
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IVANPLATS’ PLATREEF PGM PROJECT

Next generation headframe
for a new generation mine
The Northern Limb of South
Africa’s Bushveld Complex is
home to Ivanplats’ Platreef
project – a new generation,
fully mechanised platinum
mining development project.
The design of its main
production No. 2 Shaft
caters for a high volume
hoisting capacity and
large-scale underground
equipment – which will
need to be transported
through the shaft and
underground infrastructure.
The shaft design is unique
and celebrates innovative
concepts and initiatives to
meet many of the project’s
distinctive requirements,
writes LAURA CORNISH.
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Platreef snapshot
The construction of Ivantplats’ phase 1
production infrastructure, which will be a
4 Mtpa operation, commenced in 2014.
Anticipated ﬁrst production is scheduled
for 2019. Ivanplats plans to ultimately
produce and treat 12 Mtpa of ore from

Map illustrating position of Platreef project-6
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its operation in Mokopane, says Gerick
Mouton, vice president and project director
at Ivanplats. This will make it the largest
single PGM mine in the world. The average
stope height will be 24 m, signiﬁcantly
thicker than the average of its counterparts
in the Western and Eastern limbs of the

INDUSTRY INNOVATION
Bushveld Igneous Complex. Consequently,
conditions are highly amenable towards
mechanisation and automation.
Ivanplats is a wholly owned subsidiary
of Ivanhoe Mines, which owns 64% of the
Platreef project. A 10% stake is held by a
Japanese consortium including Itochu
Corporation; ITC Platinum (an Itochu
aﬃliate); Japan Oil, Gas and Metals National
Corporation; and Japan Gas Corporation.
The remaining 26% ownership interest
is held by Ivanhoe’s broad-based, black
economic empowerment (B-BBEE) partners.
Construction work for Shaft 1 has
commenced. Photograph taken in June
2015, courtesy of Ivanhoe Mines

Next generation headframe
The design of the headframe for No. 2 Shaft
was awarded in June 2014 to shaft sinking
expert Murray & Roberts Cementation
and was recently completed. It will be the
main production shaft, capable of hoisting
6 Mtpa of ore, and will transport large
mechanised equipment between surface
and underground.
“The design of a headframe of this
magnitude is a ﬁrst for Murray & Roberts
Cementation and marks a huge milestone
achievement for the company and the
team who dedicated themselves to
delivering it,” says Theo Genis, Murray &
Roberts Cementation study manager. He
believes the company’s shaft sinking and
mining expertise contributed towards
securing the contract.
“Further to this, Murray & Roberts
Cementation also has a successful
working relationship with Ivanhoe, having
demonstrated and delivered quality
designs and drawings for one of its shafts
in the Democratic Republic of Congo,”
adds Jan Vermaak, Murray & Roberts
Cementation mine engineering manager.
Unlike most steel frame PGM headgears
in South Africa, the Platreef No. 2 Shaft
headframe will be a considerable concrete
structure at 100.5 m in height, the second
tallest in South Africa. All equipment
necessary for sinking and operating the
shaft will be uniquely housed within the
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The design of a headframe of this magnitude is a
ﬁrst for Murray & Roberts Cementation

headframe. The shaft itself will be a 10 m
diameter concrete lined shaft.
The shaft will be sunk to a minimum
depth of 1 080 m and will accommodate
two “high mass, high speed” 40 t skips
running at 18 m/s, Genis emphasises. It will
have the capacity to convey 160 persons
on a single deck or 40 t of material using a
cage and counter weight arrangement.

Inﬂuential design factors
The headframe will be located in close
proximity to a number of communities,
Genis notes. “As a result, we have
incorporated unobtrusive lighting and
have also implemented designs that will
reduce noise and dust levels. To prevent
noise pollution, for example, all chutes
inside the headframe structure will be lined
with special linings to prevent noise from
carrying.
“An overall aesthetic look also had to be
considered in the design and subsequently
we have designed a simple headframe
using concrete from the bottom to the

SEPTEMBER 2015

very top – unusual for these headframe
structures.”
The “limited real estate” around the
headframe also necessitated the use of two
tower-mounted Koepe winding systems
positioned approximately 82 m above
ground. An auxiliary service winder is also
incorporated in the headframe.
“Working at such heights with heavy
concrete and steel loads introduces
constructability challenges,” principal
engineer Charles Bethel admits. To
compensate for potential obstacles in this
regard, Murray & Roberts Cementation
established close ties with its infrastructure
sister company and spent a signiﬁcant
portion of its time reviewing handling of
equipment and crane lifting arrangements
inside and around the headframe.
“Subsequently, we are conﬁdent that the
headframe can accommodate heavy loads
and load-bearing areas at height and will
not present any constructability limitations,”
Genis highlights.
The power supply cabling and piping has

INDUSTRY INNOVATION
been designed such that they will be easy
to install and maintain. According to Genis
and Bethel, the lessons learnt after visiting
South African platinum mine concrete
headframes and other mines in South
Africa, Canada and Mongolia have been
incorporated into the Platreef headframe
design.
Peter Brokenshire, vice president of
technical services, who heads up the
Ivanhoe Mines Technical Division, has
brought his considerable experience to
bear on the design.
Chiller plants will be located on the
headframe roof to cool the winding
equipment and will also form an HVAC
(heating, ventilating and air conditioning)
system for the top three levels.

Flexibility and timeframe
innovations
“Our headframe design has provided
Ivanplats with sinking ﬂexibility, enabling
a fast transition from pre-sink into actual
shaft sinking,” Vermaak points out.
A temporary headgear is also not
required for the initial sinking phases,
Bethel continues. “We have incorporated
start-up sinking arrangements into the
main headgear. 93% of the steel (by
mass) required for the headframe will be

permanent from the outset of sinking. The
changeover delay from pre-sink to main
sink will be minimal. Additionally, the time
period to change over from sinking to
permanent operation is likewise reduced.
This equates to signiﬁcant cost and time
savings for the project.

Software innovation

Platreef’s community
and construction teams

Designing structures such as the Platreef
headframe is complex and requires
integration across multiple disciplines.
Murray & Roberts Cementation employed
the use of Bentley software, enabling a
multitude of complex integration to take
place.
The Bentley ProStructures software
allows structural engineers, detailers and
fabricators to create 3D models for both
concrete and steel; and automatically
creates documentation, details, and
schedules. The open working environment
and programming interface supports
standardisation within a single model.
“Working on the same platform ensures
cohesive interconnectivity and interfacing
between our mechanical, electrical and
piping designers, while still being able to
work independently,” Genis reveals.
“Having this software and model facility
further assisted us in performing eﬀective

risk assessments which will have a positive
downstream impact on safety aspects,”
Bethel continues.
By concentrating the entire team’s
eﬀorts from inception to produce a
comprehensive, accurate single model
based on sound engineering design
principles, the number of detailed
development drawings was reduced
dramatically and the potential for clashing
errors was practically eliminated.
“We are pleased with the results thus far.
We believe we have designed a unique,
modern shaft which will be able to deliver
the high volumes required in a safe and
eﬃcient manner for decades to come,”
Genis concludes. MRA
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PLUMBING THE POSSIBILITIES

CENTRAL AFRICA | DRC

Q&A with KPMG
Kinshasa tax
partner LOUISON
KIYOMBO
Described as a geological scandal, the DRC is a
country with prolific natural resources, hosting more
than 40 different mineral substances and important
stock of cobalt and industrial diamonds.
The DRC also has large reserves of niobium,
tantalum, tungsten, tin and gold, as well as smaller
yet still significant reserves of zinc, lead, nickel,
uranium, manganese and silver.
The DRC also holds 52% of Africa’s surface water
reserves.
1. What is the state of the DRC mining industry and what is
the outlook for the future?
The mining industry in the Democratic Republic of Congo (DRC) is
experiencing remarkable development since the adoption of the
mining code in 2002. The mining code was enacted to replace the
Mining Act of 1981 with the aim of encouraging investment in the
DRC mining sector. The new mining code has therefore provided tax
beneﬁts and relief for investors, in line with the preferential customs
and tax regimes.
The country’s future outlook is uncertain, owing to the fact that
the mining code is in full revision and it is intended to reduce some
beneﬁts considered excessive.
2. How easy is it to do business in the DRC?
Since 2010, the DRC government has actioned tax reforms to
improve the business climate in DRC. Some of these actions include:
• The promulgation of the VAT Law in August 2010 for the ﬁrst
time;
• Joining the Organization for Harmonization of Business Law in
Africa (OHADA) in September 2010;
• The DRC decreased its corporate tax rate from 40% to 35%;
• The DRC decreased the interest on non-recovered taxes from
10% to 4% per month of delay;
• Reduced tax recall rights from ﬁve to four years;
• Reduced the number of quasi-taxes levied by decentralized
entities;
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The DRC is a country with proliﬁc natural resources, hosting more than
40 diﬀerent mineral substances and important stock of cobalt and
industrial diamonds

• The introduction of a tax procedure code for local taxes;
• The establishment of an exemption certiﬁcate from VAT for
diplomatic and consular missions as well as international
organisations;
• Extending the right to a refund in cash for VAT credit on
businesses making signiﬁcant investments in the DRC;
• The introduction of electronic tax returns;
• DRC signed two double tax treaties with Belgium and South
Africa. Unfortunately, the double treaty with South Africa is still
not applicable by the DRC Tax Administration; and
• The creation of a unique oﬃce for companies set up in order
to avoid the existing administrative weakness.
3. What are some of the challenges of doing business in the
DRC mining industry?
Despite the positive changes brought about by the implementation
of the mining code and the investment code, the challenges of
a high level of corruption and a deﬁnite lack of infrastructures –
speciﬁcally road, rail and electrical power supply – still exist.
Although energy supply has been improved, through
investment in the sector since 2007, the south eastern parts of
the DRC – the hub of mineral operations – continue to suﬀer
mainly from the insuﬃcient power supply and railway system
capacity.
Fortunately, the Congolese railway is being reconstructed with
the assistance of the World Bank, which has granted $500 million
towards this. The DRC government has also recently donated
10 locomotives to the project.
Diﬃculties of access to credit locally through local banks and
security worries in the eastern part of the DRC have also proved
challenging when doing business in the DRC.
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4. How can these challenges be overcome over time or
mitigated for the time being?
A ﬁve year programme was established in 2011 to address the
abovementioned challenges with the assistance of the World Bank,
the African Development Bank and other donors.
5. What are some of the opportunities that the DRC oﬀers in
terms of mining?
Opportunity lies in the country’s ability to beneﬁciate its natural
resources in country as opposed to exporting the unprocessed
natural resources.
6. Comment on the investment environment of the DRC with
regard to investment opportunities, returns on investments
and project opportunities.
The National Agency for Investment Promotion (ANAPI) was
established to ensure the promotion of investments both within
the country and abroad to improve the country’s business climate.
7. In your opinion, which mining companies/projects in the
DRC are most successful and why?
Most projects in the DRC are concentrated in the copperbelt zone
of the DRC, including Freeport-McMoRan’s Tenke Fungurume mine,
Ivanplats’ Kamoa and Kipushi projects as well as the projects being
undertaken by Eurasian Natural Resources Corporation and its
aﬃliates.
Meanwhile, the country’s gold sector in the eastern part of DRC
hosts Randgold Resources’ and AngloGold Ashanti’s Kibali project
and Banro Corporation. MRA
KPMG has been operating in the DRC since 1984 and has
established two oﬃces in Kinshasa and Lubumbashi.
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BUREY GOLD

DRC gold explorer targets
>2 Moz resource from
underexplored gold belt
Since discovering the 17 Moz Kibali group of deposits, which has
successfully been developed into the Kibali mine by Randgold
Resources and AngloGold Ashanti, gold explorer Burey Gold is
trying to repeat the success along the same gold belt with its Giro
project. Early indications at Giro suggest that some success
has already been achieved, chairman KLAUS ECKHOF tells
CHANTELLE KOTZE.

IN SHORT
A vast country with proliﬁc
mineral resource wealth, the
Democratic Republic of Congo
hosts Burey Gold’s latest
exploration project.

W

ell on its way to meeting
its 2015 production
guidance of 600 000 ozpa,
Kibali is only one of many
discoveries made by Burey Gold’s team in
the Democratic Republic of Congo (DRC).
The company has in fact become
recognised for its ability to discover some
of the DRC’s most proliﬁc deposits.

In 2004 Burey Gold’s management
started up Tiger Resources, which is today
a copper producer producing 25 000 tpa
of copper from its Kipoi copper project,
as well as assets now owned by gold
exploration and resource development
company Kilo Goldmines.
In 2011 the Burey Gold team also
discovered the Bisie tin project, which is
today one of the highest grade tin projects
in the world.
Having historically explored in the DRC
in the late 1990s, Eckhof and his team
returned to the country in 2002 and was
exploring for gold in the north east of the
country when it discovered Kibali, with its
junior resource company Moto Goldmines.
Burey then moved onto its next
exploration project – Giro. After

The Giro project comprises two exploitation permits, less than 30 km west of the Kibali gold deposits
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The exploration area is served by a repaired
road leading to the site

consolidating the historical data of the Giro
gold project 18 month ago, Burey Gold
commenced active exploration at Giro,
with one of the ﬁrst intercepts grading at
2.7 g/t from 0 m to 96 m, Eckhof notes.

Giro background
Located in the north east Oriental province
of the DRC, the Giro project comprises
two exploitation permits, less than 30 km
west of the Kibali gold deposits, covering
610 km2 of prospective ground within the
Kilo-Moto Belt, a signiﬁcant underexplored
greenstone belt.
A major north west trending structural
corridor transgresses both tenements over
at least 30 km. The Giro deposits lie within
this corridor while a number of extensive
alluvial workings were identiﬁed to the
north within the structural corridor.
Primary and alluvial gold was mined
from two main areas, the Giro and Tora
areas, during Belgian rule and today these
areas are mined extensively by artisanal
miners.
At least three additional extensive
alluvial workings occur within the project
area, conﬁrming the potential for new
discovery of primary mineralised targets,
explains Eckhof.
The focus of the exploration to date

Burey Gold commenced
active exploration at Giro
about 18 months ago

has been on drilling and geochemical
sampling in areas mined historically and
currently mined by artisanal miners.
Initial work conﬁrms numerous high
grade trending structures including
the Giro Vein, which cross-cuts the Giro
prospect. One drill hole on the Giro Vein
reported 8 m at 7.3 g/t of gold from 52 m,
including 3 m at 18.3 g/t of gold from 52 m.
Future drilling of the Giro Vein is planned
to focus on the historically mined Peteku,
Mangote and Kai-Kai target areas. Channel
sampling of a vein at Peteku reported 5 m
at 17.4 g/t of gold within granite.
Drilling at Giro has also conﬁrmed
a second mineralised structure – the
Kebigada Shear Zone – which is a broad
zone of mineralisation associated with a
soil anomaly of roughly 2 000 m by 900 m.
The structure extends along strike for more
than 3 km in a north westerly orientation
on the prospect area.
Chargeability results from an induced
polarisation survey has conﬁrmed that
several narrow north west striking
chargeability anomalies identiﬁed appear
related to high grade quartz veins within
the Giro structures, which may be more
extensive than previously interpreted.

Future work
During the remainder of the year, Burey
Gold will complete the current 4 000 m
reverse circulation drilling programme
across the soil anomaly.
The company will also commence
diamond drilling to identify structural
controls of gold mineralisation under historic
Belgian workings at Mangote and Kai-Kai
to the north where Belgians mined high
grade quartz veins, to conﬁrm whether
this mineralisation continues at depths
exceeding 100 m.
Detailed mapping, trenching and sampling
at Peteku, to the west of Giro, will also be
undertaken, says Eckhof, while on-going soil
sampling programmes will cover the 30 km
north west trending structural corridor.
“While we aren’t yet sure if Giro will be as
big as Kibali, the style of mineralisation and
geological setting is similar to that of Kibali.
We are conﬁdent that Giro has the potential
to host up to 3 Moz of gold.”
Eckhof says Burey expects to conﬁrm
whether Giro’s mineralisation extends
beyond the 3 Moz mark in the next three
to six months, adding that the company
expects to release its maiden resource
estimate by the middle to end of 2016. MRA

BUREY GOLD’S MODUS
OPERANDI
An exploration geologist by trade with over
25 years of experience developing mineral
deposits, Eckhof chose to initially explore in
the DRC because of the low geological risk
and ability to bring a project into production
relatively fast.
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Tenke Fungurume

Outstanding operational
community
performance
d
n
a
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July 2015 represents a massive
production milestone for
Freeport-McMoRan’s 56%
owned Tenke Fungurume
Mine (TFM), one of the
largest copper producers in the
Democratic Republic of Congo
(DRC), and the world’s premier
cobalt producer. The mine
produced its millionth
metric ton of copper, only
six years after operational
start-up in 2009, when
roughly 70 000 metric tons
of copper were produced,
writes LAURA CORNISH.

IN SHORT
The, open-pit Tenke Fungurume
copper/cobalt mine, located
in south eastern DRC, not only
achieves impressive production
volumes, but contributes
significantly to economic
growth in the country.

Aerial view of the Tenke Fungurume mining operation

consistent with 2013 (210 000 t of copper
and 12 700 t of cobalt). “2015 is on
production track as well,” Harris adds. In the
first half of 2015, it delivered approximately
105 000 t of copper and 7 500 t of cobalt.
Mined ore is delivered to the processing
plant, where it is crushed in a 24 ft semiautogenous grinding (SAG) mill and sent
through a multi-phase process to extract
copper and cobalt. Process steps include
agitated leaching, thickening and counter
current decantation (CCD).

T

his significant achievement
can largely be attributed to the
completion of a second phase
expansion project in early 2013
which included optimising the current
plant and increasing mine, mill and
processing capacity.

Steady production
“The expanded mill facility has been
performing well ever since,” says Bill Harris,
TFM president. “Second-quarter 2015
average throughput rates have increased
to 15 300 tpd (metric), compared with the
original 14 000 t design capacity.”
Subsequently, overall production for
the full 2014 year (203 000 t of copper
and 13 200 t of cobalt) remained largely
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Copper cathode produced from
Tenke Fungurume leach process

Solvent extraction/electrowinning (SX/
EW) is employed to produce copper sheets
known as electrolytic copper cathodes.
Cobalt extraction involves a three-stage
purification process to produce cobalt
hydroxide.
In addition to the plant, TFM has also
invested in the construction of a second new
sulphuric acid plant which is expected to be
completed in 2016, allowing TFM to produce
more than 2 200 tpd of sulphuric acid, a
necessary input in the production process.

Real safety
for real
people
Tenke
Fungurume
production
(metric tons)

2011

2012

2013

2014

Copper

127 000 t

158 000 t

210 000 t

203 000 t

Cobalt

11 400 t

11 800 t

12 700 t

13 200 t

Investing in electricity security
Reaching forecast production targets can be challenging in the
DRC, particularly because of inadequate energy supply and limited
rail and road infrastructure. To compensate for this, TFM has spent
US$197 million, through its second quarter financial period to June
2015, on renovating the regional hydro-electric power station at
Nseke, the largest in the region.
This includes the installation of two transformers and
replacement and upgrade of transmission lines and substations.
“When completed, TFM will have refurbished all four 65 MW
generating units and upgraded transmission facilities, for a total
expected investment of $250 million,” Harris reveals.

Future significant expansion potential
While TFM’s life of mine is through 2040, exploration activities in
and around the main operating mine are part of its daily routine
– aimed at securing additional reserves and resources to support
development of additional future production capacity. As of 31
December 2014, TFM’s recoverable ore reserves are
3.2 metric tons of copper and 385 000 metric tons of cobalt.
“At TFM we continuously engage in drilling activities, exploration
analyses and metallurgical testing to evaluate the potential of
the highly prospective Tenke Fungurume district. These analyses
are being incorporated within future plans to evaluate expansion
MINING REVIEW AFRICA
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Innovative, comfort-engineered safety
products that workers want to wear.
Your workforce is only as safe as it can be when Personal
Protective Equipment (PPE) is worn correctly and
consistently. HSE Solutions specialises in the provision of
Honeywell premier health and safety solutions, supplying
premium quality, ergonomically superior products that are
trusted by procurement specialists and workers alike. Ensure
compliance and protection in every situation – offer them
real safety designed for real people.
T: + 27 (0) 11 971 8040 | F: + 27 (0) 11 971 8065
E: hseenquiries@hsesolutions.co.za | www.hsesolutions.co.za
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TFM has invested in the construction of
seven new schools and the rehabilitation of
an existing school in the DRC

opportunities. As such, we expect
production volumes to continue expanding
significantly over time,” Harris outlines.
Future expansions are subject to a
number of factors, including economic and
market conditions, availability of electric
energy and the business and investment
climate in the DRC.

TFM’s major contributions to the
region and the DRC
TFM offers a vital source of revenue for
regional and national development. “Its
cumulative investment in the project is
approximately $3 billion, which is one
of the largest private investments in the
country’s history,” Harris reveals.
The current operation provides
employment to approximately 3 400
full time operational workers and 5 000
contractors, as of Q2, 2015. Approximately
98% of the operational employees and 88%
of the contract work force are DRC citizens.
Since the project’s inception in 2006
through Q2, 2015, the company has paid
a net amount of $1.252 billion in taxes and
related payments to the public treasury and
other public administration of the DRC.
All payments comply with the laws of the
DRC and include:
• $586 million in income tax, royalties
and other tax obligations – including
$112 million paid in Q2, 2015
• $358 million in customs and related
taxes – including $12 million paid
in Q2, 2015
• $272 million in payroll tax and
related social obligations – including
$10 million paid in Q2, 2015
• $36 million in work permits, visas and
related payments – including
$0.3 million in Q2, 2015.
“Through the 2015 second quarter
alone; tax payments, transfer bonuses,
asset payments, community development
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with the surrounding communities and
avoid disruptions of mining operations.
TFM makes significant investments in
community development.
Since 2006, through Q2, 2015, TFM
has funded a total of $107.4 million
in community development projects,
including $3.8 million in Q2, 2015,
which includes programme staff and
administrative costs.
Additionally, since the
TFM’s
commencement of commercial
shareholders
production, TFM has set
In addition to FCX’s 56% interest in
aside 0.3% of net metal sales
TFM, Lundin Mining Corporation
revenue to fund the TFM
owns a 24% stake and wholly-owned
Social Community Fund.
DRC government mining company
Since the commencement
La Générale des Carrières et des
spending,
of production, contributions
Mines (Gécamines), holds the
and the fund
committed to the fund have
remaining 20%.
contributions
totalled $22.0 million as of
represented a sum
Q2, 2015.
of more than
The TFM Social Community Fund is
$1.5 billion in TFM financial and community
directed by representatives from the Tenke
development contributions to the DRC,”
and Fungurume communities, the province
Harris says.
and TFM, who manage the funds for local
“Pursuant to the fiscal terms of its mining
community development projects such as:
convention, TFM also estimates more than
• the construction of seven new schools
half the economic benefits from the project
and the rehabilitation of an existing
will ultimately remain in the DRC in the
school, including donating furniture for
form of taxes, royalties and duties. When
the schools;
economic benefits from the provision of
• construction of community centres
local services (e.g. power purchases from
and of health facilities in areas without
SNEL) are included, more than two-thirds of
coverage;
the project’s benefits remain in the country.
• donation of an ambulance and hearse
As one of the largest copper producers in
for the Fungurume Health Zone;
the DRC, and with prospects for continued
• drilling of wells;
growth and success, TFM is proud to be a
• rehabilitation of both agricultural
contributor to this vibrant, growing nation.”
and urban roads; capacity-building
and training for the members of the
Community outreach
stakeholder forum as well as traditional
leaders; and
The TFM concession host community
• innovative pilot projects for fish
comprises an estimated 225 000 residents
farming, maize production and riverside
living in two urban centres which include
vegetable farming. MRA
over 100 rural villages and settlements.
“We are working towards sustainable
development in the mine’s local concession
and in the broader DRC. Our efforts to fulfill
our commitments are highly participatory
and programmes are focused on improving
quality-of-life indicators first developed
during the 2006 socio-economic baseline
survey.”
TFM has adopted policies that govern
the company’s working relationships
with the communities where it operates
and are designed to guide practices and
programmes in a manner that respects
basic human rights and the culture of the
local people impacted by operations.
It is also responsive to the issues
raised by the local communities near its
areas of operation, which should help
the company maintain good relations
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Maize production is one of many TFM’s local
community development projects
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Underexplored Chad reveals
prospective gold anomalies
Singapore-registered and
privately owned mining
company Tekton Minerals has in
the past 18 months discovered
a variety of highly prospective,
gold-rich ground in Chad – a
country which to date remains
largely unexplored. This is
an impressive feat, primarily
because the company was only
established in 2013 but also
because it generally takes years
to identify an attractive mineral
target worth pursuing. LAURA
CORNISH REPORTS.

IN SHORT
Tekton Minerals’ discovery of
high grade gold anomalies in
Chad could represent the start
of an emerging or growing
mining sector in the north
central African country.
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Inside an artisinal mining pit at Am Oucher

CENTRAL AFRICA | CHAD
“The formation of this company is the result of our team’s
ambition and aspiration to ﬁnd and develop a project according to
our own chosen boundaries and prerequisites, with no restrictions
or established processes and protocols,” says Pillevuit.

Exploring the underexplored
Since the company’s oﬃcial establishment, the Tekton team’s
approach to sourcing attractive mining tenements has been “to
use our combined extensive African knowledge and
experience, both technical and political, to look
in underexplored regions where the major
and mid-tier mining companies have not yet
established themselves,” Pillevuit explains.
The average grade
Chad proved to possess exactly what the
from one of the gold
CEO and his team were looking for.
veins sampled at
The company has since formed a business
Dorothe
strategy, on the back of its Chad-based
projects, which entails the pursuit, acquisition
and development of low cost, early-stage mineral
opportunities (primarily gold) in underexplored, prospective
countries in Africa – based on Tekton’s ability to operate eﬃciently
in extremely remote, culturally diverse areas and challenging
jurisdictions.
“Ultimately, we intend to create and build a multi-commodity
portfolio with a strong focus on high grade gold opportunities and
our Chad-based gold project, Dorothe, represents the start of our
journey towards achieving this.”

19.93 g/t

highly

T

he Tekton board and management team, together
with founder and CEO Dr Alain Pillevuit, have worked
together for over 15 years and have considerable
experience identifying, evaluating, attracting funding and
developing mineral projects in sub-Saharan Africa for a number of
major international mining companies.
Administrator Paul Reed, Jim
Royall, chief geologist and CEO
Alain Pillevuit at Chad-based Waya
Waya prospect

CENTRAL AFRICA | CHAD
A closer look at Dorothe, and four
additional gold licences in Chad
Tekton’s primary objective is to develop a
small operation which will quickly generate
cash for the company. In parallel with this,
is already actively looking for an investor
to build a large-scale project, either by
expanding Dorothe in Chad or with its
bauxite project in Guinea.
In addition to Dorothe, the company
owns an additional four valid, 100% owned
exploration licences which in total cover
100 000 hectares in eastern Chad’s Ouaddaï
region (1 000 km from N’Djamena, the
capital of Chad).
Over the past year, Tekton has worked
extensively on the Dorothe licence,
undertaking detailed mapping, trenching,
sampling, ground magnetics and resistivity
and metallurgical test work. This has
identiﬁed two sources of gold, hard rock
vein swarms as well as high grade tailings
from artisanal workings.
“Our work to date has
revealed high grade gold
mineralisation present
over an area of +3
2
Alain Pillevuit on km , making Dorothe
site at Dorothe
a potential multiprospect
million ounce target.”

“

Ultimately,
we intend to
create and build
a multi-commodity
portfolio with a strong
focus on high grade gold
opportunities and our Chadbased gold project, Dorothe, represents
the start of our journey towards
achieving this” Alain Pillevuit

S pling the gold
Sam
d bearin
r g quartz vein at Dorothe

RECONNAISSANCE AUTHORISATION GRANTED IN GUINEA
In April 2015 the Guinean government gave Tekton a reconnaissance authorisation for bauxite over
a 571 km2 area. The permit gives the company the right to pursue geological exploration during a
period of six months after which an exploration permit can be applied for. Tekton believes that the
permit sits on a very prospective ground, near existing infrastructures and known bauxite compliant
resources.

The high grade bedrock resource
comprises a set of parallel, sub-vertical
mineralised quartz veins (Veins 1 and 2)
and another set of veins gently dipping
to the West. Surface measurements over a
strike length of
300 m indicate an average width of
2.75 m and with an average grade of
15.45 g/t gold. Vein 2 has a 1.33 m average
width and with an average grade of
19.93 g/t gold. This indicates a possible
280 000+ ounce resource from surface to a
depth of 200 m, which is also open to the
south and has been recognised as high
grade to the north for a strike of more than
600 m. “We are looking to increase this to
1 Moz at least,” Pillevuit mentions.
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A close look at Dorothe’s gold quarz ve
ein

Realising
possibilities...

From left to right: Dr Mbaitoudji Mbaiki Mathieu, Secretary General of
Mines; Paul Reed and Dr Alain Pillevuit, Tekton Minerals Administrators;
His Excellency Djerassem Le Bedmadjiel, Minister

Moving forward, Tekton needs to complete further sampling,
trenching, and geological/structural evaluations “to ensure we
have identiﬁed the best targets for the next stage of drill evaluation
of the bedrock resource.”
The tailings material holds another potential quick cashgenerating opportunity. “We have deﬁned a 5 800 m³ ﬁne grained
tailings dump grading of 14.6 g/t gold and 12.5 g/t silver (3 900 oz
gold). Metallurgical tests to date indicate ~85% recoveries with a
10 day leach cycle. This represents a fast-track, low cost, quick cash
ﬂow option that can be initiated within a few months with total
leach time estimated to be about three months.”
A technical report on the tailings material is currently underway
and a feasibility study also needs to be completed. Pillevuit
believes the company could be reprocessing this tailings material
in the next months, if the company is able to manage its water
requirements.
During the rainy season there is an abundance of rainfall water
which needs to be properly harvested to provide for the project’s
requirements in the dry season. Considerations for this are also
underway.

...from mine
to market.

Safe, eﬀective legislation and reasonable
infrastructure
Pillevuit says Chad is a safe and stable country and the government
has committed to undertaking the necessary actions to ensure
extremist groups do not establish a foothold in the country.
The country has a mining-supportive government and “eﬀective”
legislation ÷ 2% royalties, 35% corporate tax and 10% free carried
once a mine is operational.
Regarding infrastructure, there is an excellent tarred road 150 km
from Dorothe as well as a 3G telephone service with data transfer.
There is no electricity feed nearby but a generator setup will be
suﬃcient, especially during Dorothe’s early-stage operational years.
“One other major advantage is that there are no social, community
and/or environmental issues, the nearest village being about10 km
away from the site”. MRA

Am Ouchar
The other attractive prospect
The Am Ouchar tenement, situated about
50 km from Dorothe, has also returned good gold intersections
– a mineralised zone has been mapped and sampled over a
250 m strike length where artisanal mining has occurred and
channel sampling along strike has returned grades of 2 m at
18.2 g/t gold, 2 m at 14.2 g/t gold, 2.3 m at 9.9 g/t gold,
2.3 m at 7.8 g/t gold and 1 m at 7.4 g/t gold. “With these
average grades, Am Ouchar could be quickly developed as a
small-scale operation,” says Pillevuit.
MINING REVIEW AFRICA
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LOOKING TO LIFT YOUR
LOADING PRODUCTIVITY?
The new edition of the best selling underground loader, Sandvik LH410, is the
outcome of true co-operation: combining customer feedback with unrivaled
engineering expertise. Featuring several improvements from front to back - including
for example higher lift, new buckets and improved hydraulics - the new LH410
represents the cream of the crop in modern underground loading.
For enquiries, please contact +27 (0) 11 929 5300
MINING.SANDVIK.COM
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MPOKOTO PROJECT

Armadale
Capital’s
n child
golde

IN SHORT
Armadale Capital is well on its way
to commence production in the
ﬁrst half of 2016, at its Mpokoto
gold project in the Democratic
Republic of Congo (DRC).

T
Diamond drilling being undertaken at the Mpokoto project

AIM listed Armadale Capital, the investment company focused on
natural resource projects in Africa, expects to begin construction
at its Mpokoto gold project in south eastern Democratic Republic
of Congo imminently – having raised sufficient funds to complete
the definitive feasibility study, bring the project into production
and continue its drilling programme, director JUSTIN LEWIS tells
CHANTELLE KOTZE.

argeting approximately 25 000
ozpa of gold over a nine year life
of mine, Mpokoto has a current
resource of 678 000 oz at 1.45 g/t
of gold and a targeted cash cost per ounce
of US$650.
Mpokoto continues to show its
commercial value with an initial
net-present value (NPV) estimated at
$55.3 million based on a forecast gold
price of $1 250/oz, with a further potential
resource upgrade on the horizon. Even
at US$1 100/oz, the NPV of the project is
arguably attractive at $32.3 million.
The Mpokoto project will be developed
as an open pit mining operation exploiting
an initially very weathered ore body from
surface to about 40 m below ground. This
will improve at depth as the unweathered
material becomes exposed over time.

Change that doesn’t cost the earth
Dust solu
solutions:
Dust is a pervasive hazard that undermines the health of workers, impacts negatively
on the environment and substantially reduces the lifespan of machinery.
In a water-scarce country, I-CAT is committed to ensuring that vast
quantities of this precious resource are not wasted. GreenBit is
DQDWXUDOELQGLQJDJHQWFRPELQHGZLWKDQHPXOVLÀHG
bituminous product to create a durable gravel road
sealant. It is an environmentally-safe alternative
to pure chemically-based products for
permanent gravel roads on
mines and residential areas.
086 112 ICAT
www.i-cat.co.za
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Focused on near-term production

Mpoko
Mpo
koto
o has a curr
urrent
ent re
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rce

of 678 00
000
0 oz
oz of
of gold
gold
Armadale is currently ﬁnalising a deﬁnitive
feasibility study (DFS) on the project, which
is targeted for completion in the third
quarter of 2015. “Our focus at Mpokoto for
the remainder of the year entails ﬁnalising
the drawdown of our funding, enabling
us to dedicate attention to building the
project and achieving production by the
middle of next year,” Lewis highlights.
The key components of the capital cost
identiﬁed in the scoping study were
$8.25 million for the processing plant,
$3.75 million for associated infrastructure
and $8.5 million for infrastructure. The ﬁnal
agreed amount of funding will be subject
to the agreed results of the DFS.
To date, Armadale has raised £700 000
after placing 20 million new ordinary
shares of 0.1 pence each at a price of
3.5 pence per share with institutional and
other investors in August, in addition to
an agreement signed with Africa Mining
Contracting Services group (A-MCS) in
June, which will see A-MCS fund, develop,
The Mpokoto project area comprises
construct and operate Mpokoto.
four mining licences and forms part of
The agreement envisages that A-MCS
a substantial 800 000 ha of exploration
will: introduce at least $20 million of debt
licences yet to be explored. Signiﬁcant
funding; work with Armadale and its
further upside is anticipated at Mpokoto,
principle consultant Bara Consulting to
with an exploration target of between
complete the DFS; be appointed mining
2.4 Mt to 3 Mt grading at between
contractor; and provide open
1.25 g/t and 1.5 g/t of gold –
cast mining services,
the eexploitation of which
Having been a local
assistance with the
should yield an additional
sho
employer for some,
construction of the
120 000 oz to 150 000 oz
12
Armadale expects to have
infrastructure as well as
of gold.
o
about 220 people on site
agreed management
A proposed drilling
when construction starts, and
services in relation to
programme will also
p
continues to work hard to
the operation of the
begin later on this year
be
maintain its social licence to
project.
mine as the project
progresses.

and will target near-surface along-strike
mineralisation between the two pits as well
as beyond the present pit limits. Drilling will
also target down dip mineralisation along
the high grade intercepts, which have
intercepted grades as high as 10 g/t.
“The drilling of these areas is expected
to substantially increase the current pits to
the north west, while expanding the overall
resource with remains open along strike
and at depth,” explains Lewis.
Located in the south west corner of the
DRC, near the Zambian border and about
20 km from the point at which the DRC,
Zambia and Angola meet, Armadale is in
a position to make use of Zambia’s road
network to transport its ore. Armadale also
has an airstrip at the mine, and access to a
railway line should it be necessary. Lewis
says the company will generate its own
power using diesel generators, as needed.

Proposed process route

The Mpokoto project area comprises four mining licences and forms part
of a substantial 800 000 ha of exploration licences yet to be explored
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As part of the DFS, Armadale has
completed a review of all historic
metallurgical test work undertaken from
2005, through to the most recent gravity
and leaching test work produced by
Peacocke & Simpson this year.
Having worked with Armadale for the
past year, managing a fair amount of the
Mpokoto process testwork, Peacocke &
Simpson is ensuring that Mpokoto will
achieve maximum returns and proﬁtability
when operational.
Based on the review and recent results,
Armadale has selected a two phase process
route for the ﬁrst phase of the project.

CENTRAL AFRICA | DRC
In Phase 1 of the process route, when the
majority of the ore feed is weathered and
deeply oxidised, the plant will consist of
scrubbing, milling, using a batch Knelson
concentrator to recover the free gold,
and ﬂotation of the Knelson tailings. The
ﬂotation concentrate will be intensively
cyanided.
Targeting approximately 25 000 ozpa of gold
over a nine year life of mine, Mpokoto has a
current resource of 678 000 0z at 1.45 g/t of
gold and a targeted cash cost per ounce of
US$650

“

Our focus at Mpokoto for the
remainder of the year entails finalising the
drawdown of our funding, enabling us to
dedicate attention to building the project
and achieving production by the middle of
next year” Justin Lewis

In Phase 2 of the process route, as the
amount of weathered ore decreases and
the proportion of transitional and fresh ore
increases, a regrind ball mill will be added
to grind the ﬂotation concentrate and a
carbon-in-leach (CIL) circuit will be added
to leach the ﬂotation tailings.
Recoveries of between 88% and 90%
are expected on the weathered ore and
84% on the transitional and fresh ore, prior
to the CIL circuit being added. During the
DFS further test work will be completed
to determine the eﬀect of adding the CIL
circuit to the treatment of transitional and
fresh ores, explains Lewis. MRA

CENTRAL AFRICA | DRC

DRC tin prospect

indicates
significantly high
grade resource

F

ollowing the receipt of its
mining licence in February this
year, TSXV-listed tin explorer
Alphamin Resources has released
an updated mineral resource estimate
for its Mpama North and Mpama South
targets, while it continues drilling its latest
discovery – The Wedge – at the Bisie Tin
Project in the Democratic Republic of
Congo (DRC).
Bisie, one of the highest grade tin
prospects currently under exploration in
the world, is located within the Walikale
District about 140 km west-northwest of the
regional centre of Goma, in east central DRC.
In March 2015, Alphamin Resources
announced a resource upgrade to Bisie

Bisie is located within the Walikale District
about 140 km west-northwest of the
regional centre of Goma, in east central DRC

with an indicated resource of 2.65Mt at
4.49% tin for 119 240 t of contained tin,
and an inferred resource of 1.2Mt at 3.60%
tin for 42 800 tons of contained tin. The
mineralisation identiﬁed at The Wedge
will be considered in the company’s next
mineral resource estimate expected early in
the third quarter.
As drilling continues, Bisie’s geological
model is becoming more robust and the
company’s conﬁdence in proving up a high
grade signiﬁcant tin resource is growing.

Besides drilling, the company has also
commenced with deﬁnitive feasibility
studies (DFS) and is on track to commence
construction and development in early 2016.
In August, Alphamin Resources
undertook a private placement to raise
C$6.5 million for the continued funding
of its DFS, further exploration work and,
subject to positive completion of the DFS,
preliminary mine construction work as
well as for working capital and general
corporate purposes. MRA

Losing revenue as
a result of a power
outage?

Is your business, mine, factory or shop losing
revenue as a result of a power outage?
Contact us today and we will assess your needs and determine the optimum
generator or Uninterrupted Power Supply (UPS) solution for your business, factory,
mine or shop.
Visit www.barloworldpower.com or contact 0860 898 000 and we will determine a
generator solution for you.

© 2015 Caterpillar. All Rights Reserved. CAT, CATERPILLAR, BUILT FOR IT™, their respective logos, “Caterpillar Yellow,” the “Power Edge”trade dress as well as corporate
and product identity used herein, are trademarks of Caterpillar and may not be used
without permission.
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Coal to power project
Helping fulﬁl Zambiaʼs power shortage
Having relied heavily in the
past on power imports from
neighbouring countries such as
South Africa, Zambia is well on
its way to developing its own
power sector with several key
power projects in the pipelines.
CHANTELLE KOTZE reports.

Z

ambia’s power sector is
dominated by hydro-electric
power, which is proving insuﬃcient
in meeting the demands of the
country’s industrial sectors, speciﬁcally the
mining industry.
The country’s mining industry has been the
victim of power reductions which extended
to all mining operations in the North Western
province of Zambia, most notably reducing
power supply to First Quantum Mineral’s
Kansanshi and Sentinel operations.

Zambia-focused coal mining company
Maamba Collieries is nearing the end
of construction of its 300 MW coal to
power project, which is expected to be
completed by the end of 2015

The 300 MW coal ﬁred power
station will use low-grade
thermal coal to generate
power

However, thermal power plants are
ideally suited to ﬁll this gap and can play a
vital role in meeting the country’s baseload
requirements and preventing power supply
reductions in future.
Playing its role in powering Zambia
in future, Zambia-focused coal mining
company Maamba Collieries is nearing the
end of construction of its 300 MW coal to
power project, which is expected to be
completed by the end of 2015.
This plant would prove a major solution
towards addressing the deﬁcit of power
currently being experienced in Zambia,
while also acting as a long-term solution for
the country’s increasing power needs.
Proof of Zambia’s dire power situation is
state power utility ZESCO’s recent contracting
of independent power producers such as
Maamba Collieries and Itezhi Tezhi Power

Corporation through the signing of power
purchase agreements, to procure more
electricity for the country by the end of 2015.
The 300 MW power project, located near
Maamba Collieries’ coal mining operations,
in the southern province’s Sinazongwe
district, will use a low grade thermal coal
from the mine to generate power.
Power generation using thermal grade
coal is the strategic focus of Maamba
Collieries to add value to its mining
operations as a path to long term viability.
The company says it will ramp up
capacity at the plant to 600 MW or even
up to 900 MW depending on the demand
growth for power in the country.
Financing for the Maamba coal power
plant in Zambia is estimated at US$828
million. The project ﬁnance debt was
raised via two tranches. The ﬁrst trance
comprised $365 million backed by China’s
ECA Sinosure and involving Barclays,
Bank of China, Industrial and Commercial
Bank of China, and Standard Chartered;
while a second tranche of $150 million
was provided by Industrial Development
Corporation of South Africa and the
Development Bank of Southern Africa.
The remaining ﬁnancing will be
funded through equity by Nava Bharat
Ventures and Zambian state-owned ZCCM
Investment Holdings – the owners of
65% and 35% of the Maamba Collieries
respectively. MRA

POW
WER
R PL
LANT
T HIGHL
LIGHTS
• 2 x 510 TPH steam generators with circulating fluidised bed combustion technology resulting
in low emission of sulphur oxide and nitrogen oxide gases.
• Steam generator technology suitable for efficient combustion of low-grade high ash coal.
• Adequate dust control facilities at coal handling and transfer systems.
• High efficiency electrostatic precipitators limiting emission of particulate matter in the flue
gases to well below the level permitted as per World Bank norms.
• Disposal of ash for filling voids in the mined out areas and for use by cement plants
and brick making units.
• Water sourced from Kariba Lake, the largest man-made water body in the
world
• Evacuation of power through a 330 kV double circuit
transmission line extending from the power plant at
Maamba to Muzuma substation.

Maamba’s power plant, once operational, would prove a major solution towards addressing the
deﬁcit of power currently being experienced in Zambia
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SPECIAL FOCUS | iPAD
OCTOBER IS iPAD MONTH IN THE DRC

Socio-economic

landscape transformation
October is iPAD
(Infrastructure Partnerships
for African Development)
month in DRC and this
year will once again see the
return of the 11th edition
of iPAD DRC Mining and
Infrastructure Indaba in
Kinshasa from 15-16 October,
followed by the sixth edition
of Katanga Mining Week
in Lubumbashi from 20-21
October.

“W

development are the main issues faced by
e’re proud that
major mining operators and government
the iPAD brand
institutions. Weak commodity prices, poor
is so established
ﬁnance and investment opportunities
and respected
after more than 10 years. It has become
synonymous with the mining industry in
I am very pleased by the commitment
the DRC,” says Nicole Smith, iPAD event
from mining companies to maintain the same
director. “As Africa’s third-largest country,
level of production as last year” Nicole Smith
the DRC could transform the region’s
are currently hampering the healthy
socio-economic landscape. While we
development of this ﬂourishing extractive
await the approbation of the mining code
industry in the region.”
at Parliament, exploration and projects
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“Mining operators, however, are
increasingly looking at ways to curb
operational spending while maintaining or
increasing production levels. During iPAD
DRC and Katanga Mining Week, we look
forward to hearing our top industry peers
share best practice and the latest project
updates,” Smith continues.

DRC’s hub of copper and cobalt
mining
Katanga Mining Week focuses on the local
challenges of the province as the hub of
copper and cobalt mining in the DRC as
well as the role of the mining industry in
social development responsibilities.
“Infrastructure, the railways, the
ﬁscal regime and the daily challenges
that mining operators encounter will
be addressed and the speciﬁcs of the
environment regulation will be elaborated
on. Power and key solutions for the
Katanga province will have a dedicated
session to help boost the production of
copper and cobalt,” Smith outlines.
She adds: “This year, the conference will
also have workshops on corporate social
responsibility and best practices will be
shared with the audience. Companies
will also be able to showcase their
products around the Grand Karavia with
additional outdoor space. This event is
expanding!” MRA

Tap into DRC’s $24 trillion mineral reserves

DRC MINING &
INFRASTRUCTURE
INDABA
KINSHASA - DRC

15 – 16 October 2015, Kinshasa, DRC
15 October: DRC Mining Industry Awards

This is your chance to network with government and key
decision makers in DRC’s profitable mining industry.

CEO FORUM

PRIVATE MEETINGS

DRC MINING

INDUSTRY AWARDS
15 October 2015

To register for the two-day conference contact Jose Alino
jose.alino@spintelligent.com | +27 21 700 3500

www.ipad-drc.com
@iPAD_DRC

iPAD DRC Mining and Infrastructure Indaba
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TALKING TO SOME
INDUSTRY
the copper. Then we take pregnant liquor
solution to an SX/EW in the normal way.

DRC challenges

THE KIPOI COPPER PROJECT
Charles Carron Brown, COO of Tiger
Resources‘ Kipoi mine, DRC
Tiger Resources has recently agreed on
a reﬁnancing package for its DRC-based
Kipoi operation with an Australian private
investment group called Taurus to replace
short term bridging ﬁnance with longer
term debt. This also provides us with some
additional funds, which will allow us to
undertake some initiatives to improve the
performance of our plant and increase
production to 32 500 tpa from the current
25 000 tpa for a very modest investment.
This debottlenecking initiative is
complementary to the potential Phase 2
expansion of SX/EW capacity. The Phase 2
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expansion would involve the replication of
the Phase 1 SX/EW process train. With the
addition of the debottlenecking initiatives,
the Phase 2 expansion now has the potential
to increase Kipoi’s capacity to 65 000 tpa.

The Kipoi diﬀerentiating factor
Our Kipoi project is the only fully
agglomerated copper heap leach in Africa.
This means that despite having no cobalt,
we are one of the lowest cost operators
in the DRC. We also use less power than
anyone else per ton of copper produced
as we do not have to use large mills to
grind our ore. We crush to 25 mm. After
agglomeration we stack the ore on a large
heap that we irrigate with acid to dissolve

SEPTEMBER 2015

Without a doubt electrical power is the
number one issue. It is essential that
the government gets to grips with the
lack of power. To do this it is vital that an
independent transmission system operator
be brought in to operate the high voltage
transmission network. SNEL cannot be both
producer and responsible for transmission
as this is a conﬂict of interest.
If we are to have independent power
producers (IPPs), as is desperately needed
and is proposed by the government,
then the transmission of power must be
transparent, regulated and independent
of power generation. What international
investor invests $100 million in a power
station if he cannot be sure that his power
will be delivered to his customers?

“

Let’s work
together to fix the
power” Charles Carron
Brown

The government must also look at short
term initiatives to resolve the problem.
Inga 3 is a great project but it will only start
providing power in 2023 at the earliest and
we need power now.
We are rolling out an energy eﬃciency
project in Katanga that is showing great
success and making signiﬁcant savings. I
will be giving a presentation on this at the
Katanga Mining Week but the same must
be done in Kinshasa and everywhere else
in the DRC, whether connected to the grid
or not.
The government must ban the import of
ineﬃcient incandescent lamps and remove
import duty from low consumption lamps
such as ﬂuorescent or LED lamps. They
should also be doing more to encourage
solar photovoltaic power stations. If used

SPECIAL FOCUS | iPAD

THE DRCʼS LEADING
ROLE PLAYERS
in conjunction with hydro power stations,
these can make great sense and increase
power availability in the dry season.

A look at legislation
The government’s sudden desire to
complete the mining code revision
without further consultation surprised
me. Thankfully the Prime Minister
has recognised the need for further
consultation and I am sure that we will be
able to achieve a win-win situation. This
is particularly important at this time of
depressed metal prices.
Mining projects are long term
investments and we need stability to
ensure that we can pay back our initial
investment and give a reasonable return
to our investors. If you look at Botswana,
Indonesia and Peru they have all either
deferred proposed increases in taxes or
actually reduced taxes in recognition of
the diﬃcult economic conditions. Even
Zambia has decided not to increase their
royalties after realising that they would be
destroying their industry if they continued
as proposed.

Your message for Kinshasa?
I will have several messages but the most
important one is not to change the mining
code that has attracted billions of dollars of
investment into the DRC. The mines are now
reaching the point where they have ﬁnished
depreciating most of their investments and
will start paying more taxes. Look at 2011,
2012 and 2013 where the mining sector
alone has contributed $940 million, $1.1
billion and $1.3 billion respectively in taxes
to the DRC Treasury. I expect even more will
have been paid in 2014.

What do we need to keep in mind
at Katanga Mining Week?
Let’s work together to ﬁx the power. Tiger is
investing $33 million to improve the 120 kV
network and carry out an energy eﬃciency
project – everyone wins with this. Ordinary
households get better power and light,
there will be fewer power cuts, there will be
more power available for SNEL to sell, more
power available for the mining industry,
in particular for our local subsidiary SEK. In
the end the government will collect more
taxes because the operating costs of all

the miners will be reduced. This is also a
signiﬁcant environmental beneﬁt. That is
seven wins. Not just the normal Win-Win.

In conclusion
This is a tough time for the industry. We all,
government, civil society and the mining
Industry, need to work together to maintain
what has been created, minimise job losses
(of which there have already been some in
the exploration sector), and prepare to move
forward when prices pick up again, which
they will but probably not for several years.

“

I am very pleased byy the
resolve of mining companies
es
to maintain the same levell of
production than last year””
Simon Tuma Waku

Simon Tuma Waku, Vice-President of the
Federation of Enterprises of Congo (FEC)
As Vice-President of the Federation of
Enterprises of Congo in charge of mines,
my primary role is to defend the interests
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of mining corporations operational in the DRC, but also to ﬁght
and contribute to the improvement of the business climate in the
DRC. By doing this we can attract more investment in the mining
sector and it the real engine for the revival of the Congolese
economy.

DRC’s mining sector challenges
The DRC’s mining sector has emerged in recent years, due to
signiﬁcant investments that have now begun to show results.
We should however note that since the beginning of the year
this has slowed down mainly due to the falling prices of metal.
Another cause for this stagnation is the lack of power supply which
every month becomes a bigger issue, as well as the drought that
occurred in Zambia as an internal cause.

The upside
Despite falling prices of metals and the signiﬁcant lack of energy,
I am pleasantly surprised by the resolve of mining companies to
maintain production more or less equivalent to that of last year
regarding copper and cobalt. Surprisingly, despite the current
economic situation, the DRC’s gold production is increasing –
to date about 30% more than in 2014 (in the corresponding
period).

Advice for potential investors
DRC is still intact and mining remains, and will remain attractive,
despite its small changes planned. So I advise investors who are
in search of good mining projects not to hesitate and to invest in
the DRC.

“

Peace and security are key
prerequisites for a sustainable economic
development” Laure Gnassou
Laure Gnassou, economic aﬀairs oﬃcer in the Political
Aﬀairs division of the United Nations Organisation
Stabilisation Mission in the DRC (MONUSCO). Gnassou is
also a speaker at the upcoming iPAD DRC in Kinshasa and on
the judging panel for the iPAD Mining Industry Awards.
Working closely with the private sector I have developed a useful
range of contacts, notably La Federation des Entreprises du
Congo (FEC). The positive and dynamic response of the economic
operators is critical to analyse the challenges that the DRC’s
economy faces.
I have also maintained regular contact with the Congolese
policymakers as well as the representatives of the international
organisations, such as the International Monetary Fund (IMF) and
the World Bank.
According to the 2015 UN Conference on Trade and
Development (UNCTAD) World Investment Report, in 2014, the
DRC attracted just over US$2 million in foreign direct investment
ﬂows, mainly in the mining sector. In the same year, it was also one
of the top ﬁve host economies of the Great Lakes Region.

Why attend iPAD in DRC
I am conﬁdent that my participation in iPAD DRC, one of the major
economic events in the DRC, will continue increasing MONUSCO’s
visibility among Congolese and foreign economic operators. Peace
and security are key prerequisites for a sustainable economic
development.
Over years, the peacekeeping mission’s presence has
signiﬁcantly contributed to the country’s economic recovery. In
2014, the DRC recorded a 9.2% GDP growth, which the third fastest
growth rate in the world (according to the IMF). The growth rate is
however a non-inclusive. MRA

Caldas Engineering offers
the right solution to your
wear parts requirements.
With a comprehensive range
of premium replacement
wear parts for leading
brands of Jaw crushers,
Cone crushers and Impact
crushers.
- Lower Costs
- Higher Performance
- Ex-Stock Availability
- Lower Downtime
- Expert Advice

CONE CRUSHERS

JAW CRUSHERS

IMPACT CRUSHERS
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MS-T saves
running
costs

MC-T
prevents
overheating

THE turnkey
dewatering
solutions
specialist

IPM
improves
energy
eﬃciency

HDM
doubles
endurance

Driving large scale mining through innovative
technologies on DRC’s Copperbelt

KATANGA
MINING
WEEK
LUBUMBASHI - DRC

20 – 21 October 2015, LUBUMBASHI, DRC
19 October: Power Focus Day | 22 October: Site visits

Don’t miss out on the ONLY mining expo &
conference for the Katanga Province!
Engage with 60+ services, technology and equipment
providers to facilitate your business in the DRC

35+ speakers bringing insights
on the latest mining developments

FREE training workshops to improve
productivity of mines personnel on the field

Get up-to-date information on power
solutions to support mining operations

Exclusive site visits to get the full
impact of the scale of mining operations

Networking cocktail to meet and greet
your peers in a relaxed environment

To register for the two-day conference, Power Focus Day and site visits
contact Jose Alino | jose.alino@spintelligent.com | +27 21 700 3500

Register for the free expo online: www.ipad-katanga.com
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RITZ PUMPS

REVOLUTIONARY
dewatering pump technologies
Heavy-duty dewatering specialist RITZ Pumps SA is
revolutionising the submersible pumping sector thanks to a range
of technologies which guarantees modular flexibility, longer
lifespans as well as greater pumping efficiencies and performance.
In combination with its turnkey installation capabilities,
the company guarantees unparalleled dewatering solutions,
customised to meet specific applications requirements.
HDM: DOUBLE THE ENDURANCE
The use of single-suction submersible
motor pumps for pumping huge quantities
or from great depth is associated with
extreme loads on the unit. This often
leads to overloading and untimely
shutdown.
RITZ Pumps oﬀers a double-suction
motor which delivers greater durability that
provides full compensation for axial thrust,
thereby placing less strain on the pump
and ultimately resulting in a longer pump
lifespan.
As a result of the product’s success,
the company has successfully installed
thousands of HDM pumps around the
globe (including the biggest submersible
motor pump in the world), which today are
working under the toughest conditions.
The technology applies to all areas of water
extraction and drainage; for example in
mining and surface mining to extract coal,
gold, copper, tin, diamonds, etc.
The HDM pump series,
which includes two contrarotating submersible motor
pumps, are arranged on
top of each other and
driven by a continuous
pump shaft. The suction
branches of the two pumps
are located at the ends of
the HDM module.
Each of the two pumps
transports half the capacity
to the middle of the pump
at full pressure. There, a
deviating stage directs the
ﬂow to the pressure line via
the external casing channels.
Loads on the unit are kept to
a minimum and the thrust

bearing is no longer subjected to tons of
thrust. This signiﬁcantly reduces wear and
tear, increasing service life to up to 20 years
or more.

50% less suction velocity
The division of work between the two
motors not only achieves complete
compensation for the axial thrust, it also
halves the suction velocity outside the
pump. This protects the well walls around
the intake openings and minimizes the
intake of abrasive solids and silt.
With half the delivery ﬂow going to
each pump, smaller impeller intake cross
sections are possible and therefore lower
circumferential velocity in the seal gaps.

specially adapted to power usage of up
to 14 000 V. This minimizes both the cross
sections for energy transmission and
transmission losses.
Key beneﬁts of the HDM
• Maximum operational reliability.
The lower the load on the unit from axial
thrust and drawn-in solids and silt, the
higher the operational reliability.
• Long service life. The higher the
operational reliability, the longer the
service life.
• High cost-eﬀectiveness. The longer
the service life and the higher the
eﬃciency (up to 90%-plus), the lower
the operating costs.

MS-T: MAJOR COST-SAVING
TECHNOLOGY

100% custom-made

RITZ Pumps’ continuous shaft technology
compensates for traditional weaknesses
associated with major dewatering pumps,
including operational performance, logistics,
warehousing, maintenance, and lifecycle cost.
Modular Shaft Technology (MS-T)
is designed according to the modular
principle with numerous technical and
economic advantages.

Every pump featuring HDM is tailor-made
from standard modules to meet speciﬁc
application requirements. Each HDM for
example features a heavy duty motor

First: MS-T components are standardized.
Advantage: high availability and short
delivery periods.

Ritz oﬀerss the
mining se
ector
a full turn
nkey
dewaterring
pump solu
ution
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Second: Distributors can adapt ﬂexibly to
operators’ needs.
Advantage: lower warehousing and
logistics costs.
Third: In future, operators need only stock
stages for adaptation, modiﬁcation or
exchanging. Advantage: lower investment,
training and warehousing costs.
Fourth: No dummy stages and thus no
power loss.
Fifth: Short assembly and disassembly
times reduce maintenance costs.
Sixth: All components are designed for
heavy-duty conditions.
Advantage: long service life.

HD
DM technology increases pump lifespan

Interior view of dewatering pump showing
MS-T modular technology

Maximum ﬂexibility

The advantages

Thanks to its modular, plug-and-play
structure, pumping never has to be
compromised. Only a single plug-in unit
needs replacement if faulty or broken, as
opposed to the entire pump shaft. The size
(length) and volume requirements of the
pump can also easily be adapted to suit
changing pumping needs – by adding or
reducing the number of stages within the
shaft, on site.

The integrated pump impeller ensures a
constant ﬂow of cooling liquid in the right
direction, thereby preventing the formation
of heat pockets which arise when cooling
liquid does not move. At the same time the
impeller systematically cools and lubricates
the axial bearing.
Optimized cooling circulation features
specially designed cooling channels which
ensures that heat is absorbed where it is
generated. The system handles evacuation
and transports heat eﬀectively to the
medium being pumped outside.
The modular heat exchanger – a
modern add-on technology – increases
the internal volume of coolant and thereby
thermal capacity. It also increases the
surface area available for transporting heat
to the medium being pumped.
The heat-resistant winding made of
various high-quality materials makes it
possible to increase technical thermal
limits and consequently allows
the system to be used at very high
temperatures.

MC-T: NO OVERHEATING
RITZ Pumps’ modular cooling technology
(MC-T) reduces high pump motor
temperatures during operation.

How MC-T works
On the lower shaft end of the rotor there
is a suction and pressure optimized pump
impeller. One of its two main tasks is to
cool and lubricate the nearby axial
bearing. It also ensures a constant ﬂow
of cooling liquid in the right direction.
This moves upwards through the inside
of the motor.
Cooling channels developed inhouse by RITZ deﬁne the precise route
via all thermal sources to evacuate heat
eﬀectively. When it arrives at the top,
the heated liquid is transmitted to the
outer wall of the motor. There the heat
escapes through the surface to the
medium being pumped and the whole
procedure starts again. The cooling
performance can be dimensioned
precisely through the use of additional
heat-exchanger modules.
Ritz Pumps’ MC-T technology ensures
over-heating doesn’t occur
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IPM: IMPROVING ENERGY
EFFICIENCY
RITZ Pumps has optimized the
energy eﬃciency of its submersible
dewatering pumps thanks to its IPM
motor technology.

performance values. As a result, average
eﬃciency increases by 4% and in the partial
load ranges, as much as 7%, at levels above
90%.

Fewer motors, greater
performance range
Due to the extremely high eﬃciency of the
new IPM motor into the partial load range,
an overall performance range between
50 and 450 kW can be covered with only
ﬁve motors.
IPM motors also complement the RITZ
Pumps’ MST pump technology. Through
simply mounting and demounting the MST
stage modules, the discharge pressure of
the pump can be ﬂexibly adjusted to meet
respective operating conditions.

Greater performance density,
smaller size
Compared to asynchronous motors,
IPM motors have a substantially higher
performance density. The performance of
an IPM motor of the same size can be over
100% higher than a competitor product.
In concrete terms, a motor with
IPM technology that is the size of a
45 kW asynchronous motor
performs at 100 kW. MRA

How IPM technology works
With the used of a rotor incorporating
integrated permanent magnets,
existing asynchronous motors
become permanent-magnet
synchronous motors with impressive

IPM motor
increases
pumping
eﬃciency
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Collaboration between
stakeholders key to sustainability

the

post mine closure

The African continent has increasingly started showing
its support for the mining sector, particularly because of its
significant contribution to economic upliftment – generally
speaking. Unfortunately, such benefits are primarily recognised
during a mine’s operational years with no guarantees that
mine-stimulated economic development will be sustained post
closure. Fortunately, a gradual shift is taking place towards multistakeholder collaboration and commitment aimed at ensuring
long-term sustainability solutions are found, well beyond a mine’s
operational lifespan, writes LAURA CORNISH.

M

ine closure is a reality and,
in many cases, not accepted
or fully understood by
those it impacts. In some
instances, stakeholders are in complete
denial that closure ultimately transpires
at all. “The situation has sparked the need
for alternative economic opportunities to
oﬀset job losses and other socio-economic
impacts of mine closure and go beyond the
scope of a mine’s responsibility,” says Briony
Liber, partner and principal environmental
consultant at SRK Consulting SA.
“Despite this recognition, there
sometimes remains a perception within
government and municipalities that mines
alone are responsible for successful postclosure outcomes, because they are seen
to have the ﬁnancial means; however, this

is not conducive to sustainable livelihood
solutions,” Liber continues.
The route to sustainable socio-economic
closure, she says, can only be achieved
through a partnered approach where
government, local communities and
other stakeholders work together with the
mines to identify and implement workable
solutions. “They need to be identiﬁed early
on in a project’s lifecycle and plans need
to be jointly established from the start to
help ensure livelihoods are improved and
more importantly, become self-suﬃcient
over time.”
While the journey towards accepting
the need for collaborative participation is
long, signs of improvement and change
are gradually emerging. Stakeholders –
including government, municipalities,

“

I’d like to see more
encouragement of partnerships
being established between mining
houses under the social labour plan
requirements when mines have
communities in common – pooling
resources to achieve sustainable
outcomes across a landscape”
Briony Liber, partner and principal environmental
consultant SRK Consulting SA

communities and mining houses – are
engaging and working together to ﬁnd
solutions which beneﬁt all parties. “Closure
is complex, and lasting solutions are
beyond the capability of mines alone.
Every stakeholder has a role to play if
post-closure socio-economic impacts are
to be sustainably managed in the interests
of communities and the environment,”
Liber highlights.

Developing-world reality

Members of the community that work at one of the community nurseries established by Ambatovy to
grow seedlings for revegetation of slopes
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While government and municipalities
in particular may be shifting towards
collaboration and integration, in many
African countries they are unable to
fulﬁl basic community needs such
as infrastructure or employment
opportunities. “In many instances, through
the implementation of local economic
development projects and corporate
social responsibility initiatives, mines have
assumed (voluntarily or not) pseudomunicipal responsibilities by building and
contributing towards schools, clinics, roads,
and water supply infrastructure. In this
context, mining houses functionally retain
the sole responsibility for the management
of post closure socio-economic impacts.”
Particularly in remote mining locations,
government and municipalities have
become reliant on the mining sector to

ENVIRONMENT & SUSTAINABILITY | INDUSTRY REPORT
extend beyond fulﬁlling a corporate social
responsibility (CSR) role and/or social
licence to operate. It would ultimately be to
their beneﬁt if they did.
“Mines spend a lot of money on
community upliftment projects and
initiatives, which in many instances have
become a legislative
requirement, but
There are many phenomenal projects
are they what the
showcasing mining companies’ post closure
community needs
plans and sustainability initiatives, and effective
and do mines
collaboration between stakeholders together with
monitor these
alignment between corporate social initiatives
projects to ensure onand business strategies are the main contributing
going success once
success factors” James Lake, principal scientist, SRK Consulting SA
implemented?” Liber
asks, adding that few
CSR projects appear to be self-sustaining
Lake, associate partner and environmental
once mines withdraw their support. “This
consultant at SRK Consulting SA. “These
short-term approach is a sustainabilityrole players are more likely than mines
prohibiting factor. Proper exit strategies,
to understand the changing nature of
combined with programmes aimed at
communities, how to manage this and
capacity development and entrenching
provide for what they need.”
conﬁdence from the start, is the route to
improving sustainable livelihoods.”
Mines can expedite solutions
“Ideally, the best corporate social
The mining sector’s key focus and
initiatives are those that align with business
responsibility is production, particularly
strategies. This oﬀers advantages to both
in commodity down cycle periods, which
the mining company and the community
is a current reality. But their commitment
and moves beyond ‘ticking the compliance
towards long-term sustainability should
box’.”

“

Community members engaging on
mining issues on a project in the DRC

ﬁnancially provide livelihood opportunities.
There is no ‘easy or quick-ﬁx’ solution to this
challenge either.
Building stakeholder capacity is one
part of the solution but requires time.
Preparing and planning well in advance, in
partnership with the mines from operation
start-up, will help compensate for this. It
will also encourage and promote greater
local stakeholder ownership.
“Municipalities and government do have
a responsibility to plan for and manage
community requirements,” notes James

▼
The historic signing of the Dikuno Tsa Sechaba Trust Deed; the ﬁrst of the Alchemy local Development
Trusts. Seated, left to right: Molalepule Nathane-Taulela (trustee), William Taylor (trustee), Joy Matshoge
(trust establishment working group chair), Mosimanegape Moleme (trustee). Standing, left to right: Sipho
Methula, Harry Monye (trustee), Vuyani Siﬁniza, Harm Steenkamp (trustee), Tim Hart, Eleanore Jannetti, Lebang
Gaobepe, Fiona Edmundson, Lebo Mpumlwana.

consultancies. SRK, for example, has
provided advisory services in the contexts
Alchemy’s public participation award
of social baseline research, organisational
highlights sustainability practices.
design, development planning, stakeholder
“Internationally there are many
engagement and the establishment of
phenomenal projects showcasing
development trusts.
mining companies’ post closure plans
Expanding on SRK’s involvement, Hart
and sustainability initiatives,” says Lake.
says: “We have advised and facilitated the
“And eﬀective collaboration between
stakeholder engagement process informing
stakeholders together with alignment
the Alchemy community empowerment
between corporate social initiatives
and development approach. With a
and business strategies are the main
team comprising the client and service
contributing success factors.”
providers we have planned and executed
At the end of 2014, Anglo American
a step-wise engagement programme
Platinum (Amplats), SRK Consulting, TTM
linked to phases of Alchemy design and
Consulting and Yamedupi Solutions walked
implementation. We have also worked
away with the International IAP2 Core
with the team to pioneer tools and
Values 2014 Project of the Year in Sydney
approaches to secure community-based
Australia for the Alchemy project – this was
participation in tthe design of the
the second award bestowed
estowed
Community Development
upon Alchemy by thee IAP2.
Trusts to be established at
Tim Hart, corporate
te
mines participating in
mine
consultant with
Alchemy.”
Alc
SRK Consulting
South Africa is
SA, has been
heading
towards
h
the stakeholder
numerous
post
n
engagement
closure
situations
c
lead on the
at
a present. An
project since
inter-ministerial
in
2009. The awards
committee (IMC),
co
recognised
The Ambatovy nickel and cobalt
mine in Madagascar was the
established
in 2012,
esta
work undertaken
winner of the 2014 Nedbank
is
tasked
with
assisting
task
in the context
Capital Sustainable
distressed
distresse mining
of the innovative
Business Awards
communities
communitie by improving
Amplats Alchemy
working conditions
conditio and identifying
project and demonstrated
trated
long-term measures to support growth and
the vital recognition of the importance
sustainability.
of sustainability in the mining sector
The framework established requires
and a solid conﬁrmation of the fact
collaboration between government and
that engagement, when handled in the
mining unions in this regard and is an
context of partnerships and openness, can
example of government’s willingness to
engender trust between the industry and
participate and fulﬁl a mining sustainability
its stakeholders.
role. “It needs to look at and consider the
The project team comprises Amplats
role of municipalities, especially from an
managers, community engagement and
alternate and new skills potential when the
development specialists at corporate and
mine closes,” Liber adds. MRA
mine levels, as well as several advising

A changing world – there is proof
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Mines face environmental

“push back”
Decades of abuse have taken their toll on the environment and, in
turn, the communities living around mines. According to INGRID
WATSON, programme manager (biophysical environment) at the
Centre for Sustainability in Mining and Industry (CSMI) at Wits
University’s School of Mining Engineering, the declining resilience of
the physical and the social environment means that neither can absorb
mining’s negative impacts like they could in the past.

“T

his makes it imperative
that mining companies
understand the often
precarious state of their
surroundings, and accommodate this
during their planning, start-up, operational
and closure stages,” says Watson.
She points to a recent shift in thinking
that suggests humanity has moved the
planet out of its Holocene period into
an entirely new geological epoch – the
Anthropocene – where humans are the
primary force behind environmental
changes.1
“What this highlights is that the
What is sustainable
negative environmental impacts
development?
of industrial activity like mining
It is the “development that meets the needs of the
are imposing themselves on
present while safeguarding the Earth’s life-support
an already potentially unstable
systems on which the welfare of current and future
situation,” she notes. “The results
generations depends” (Griggs et alia, 2013)
can be seen in the steadily rising
tension between mines and other
stakeholders – especially communities and
group KPMG included climate change,
the governments that represent them.”
water scarcity, ecosystem decline,
Underlying the global trend in tighter
deforestation and reduced food security.2
environmental legislation is the increasing
“Mines’ historical legacy was that it
level of competition for scarce – indeed,
contributed to a number of these trends,”
scarcer – resources such as clean water and
she reveals. “The sector is now faced
arable land.
with the challenge of not only reducing
“Essentially what we are seeing is the
its environmental impact, but also
planet’s environment ‘hitting back’ after
dealing with the consequences of past
decades if not centuries of abuse, arising
environmental injury.”
from factors such as rising consumption
Among these results is the social impact,
levels and greenhouse gas emissions.”
adding to the resolve of many communities
In a 2012 study of ‘the 10 sustainability
to actively oppose mining, says Watson,
megaforces’ aﬀecting business, consulting
contributing to the increased importance
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of stakeholder engagement before projects
can be authorised.
“Communities are now more aware that
they will be the ones left to deal with the
physical legacy of mining – the altered
landscape that is seldom a positive change
from an environmental point of view,
although it can bring much needed jobs
and infrastructure during the life of the
mining operation,” she outlines.
While governments have applied stricter
environmental controls on mining, it
appears that the state is also recognising the
full extent of the possible damage – and is
no longer allowing companies to relinquish
all responsibility after the end of a mine’s
life. Even though there are formal closure
procedures, these are less likely to lead now
to a full relinquishing of legal liability.

ENVIRONMENT & SUSTAINABILITY | INDUSTRY REPORT

and community

to remember when planning and
implementing their environmental
strategies is that rehabilitation needs to
re-establish functioning ecosystems, not
just vegetation. This is seldom achieved,
as it takes time
and considerable
ﬁnancial
commitment;
where it is not
done, the result
is a ‘low capacity
environment’ on
which it is diﬃcult
for communities
to recover,” Watson
emphasises.
The Mpumalanga
Highveld is a good
example of this,
where agricultural
production is
limited to livestock grazing after mining
has taken place; crop agriculture is seldom
an option due to the poor quality of the
resulting topsoil.

Communities are now
more aware that they
could be left to deal with
the physical legacy of
mining although it can
bring much needed jobs
and infrastructure during
the life of the mining
operation
While governments have applied stricter
environmental controls on mining, it appears
that the state is also recognising the full
extent of the possible damage it can cause

“The CSMI recently completed research
on mine closure legislation across 10
jurisdictions and found a similar approach
to that taken by the South African
government,” says Watson. “While nations
are still keen to attract mining investment,
they are now shifting the closure
responsibility back to the companies
themselves – because the long-term
environmental impact is such a ‘hot potato’
for most societies.”
This is not diﬃcult to understand,
especially in the light of the recent
decant of acid mine drainage AMD in the
Witwatersrand basin.
“The scale of mining’s impact is both
temporal and physical, aﬀecting large
areas well beyond the boundaries of
individual mines and also extending over

long periods of time. The example of AMD
shows that it can take decades before
problems show themselves, and also
highlights the regional impacts of mining
that can’t always be pinned on one mine.”
There is still only a limited focus globally
on regional mine closure issues, as policy
and regulation generally require each
mine to fulﬁll certain conditions. Watson
says this can obscure the need to reestablish functional systems across arbitrary
mine boundaries, such as rehabilitating
water systems that are linked within a
catchment but are aﬀected by more than
one mine. Eﬀective remediation in these
cases requires collaboration between the
diﬀerent mining companies operating in a
region, but regulation seldom requires this.
“What is important for mines

“

What is important for mines to remember
when planning and implementing their
environmental strategies is that rehabilitation
needs to re-establish functioning ecosystems,
not just vegetation. This is seldom achieved…”

Ingrid Watson

“In order to leave a positive legacy in
today’s world mines should contribute
to building the resilience of communities
and environments or, more speciﬁcally, the
interconnected ‘social-ecological system’,”
Watson concludes. “In the context of global
change, these systems need to be resilient
to be able to cope with expected shocks
and stressors.” MRA
1. http://anthropocenejournal.com/
2. http://www.blog.kpmgafrica.com/the-10-sustainability-megaforces/
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ENVIRONMENTAL

UPLIFTMENT for South Africaʼs
historic gold mining sites
ASX-listed tailings extractor Mintails is making significant progress
in the rehabilitation of its gold tailings dumps on the West Rand
of the Witwatersrand basin, near Krugersdorp, having removed
significant amounts of harmful contaminants from its sites to date,
CFO EDDIE MILNE tells CHANTELLE KOTZE.

T

he company’s West Rand
sites, knows as the Randfontein
cluster of surface dumps, include
eight tailings sites spanning an
estimated 700 ha, which Mintails acquired
from Mogale Gold – it totals 1 Mt of tailings.
Following this, it also acquired two
mining rights within the cluster from
West Wits Mining in 2012, enabling it to
mine sub-surface reef resources from its
operating Winze mine and soon-to-bemined Emerald Raise mining right.
The company also owns a further
106 Mt of tailing resources at its Soweto
cluster, which it historically acquired from
surface gold miner DRDGold.
Mintails uses a unique closure-mining
model to rehabilitate its historicallymined footprints, which entails a phased
rehabilitation approach on a dump-bydump basis.
The model seeks to facilitate a smooth
transition from the mining to the postmining economy which subsequently
ensures that there is a rehabilitated
environment, with higher-value social and

economic use of the land than the current
environment.
Core to its closure model, Mintails is
establishing a single tailings deposition
solution on the West Rand by mining
its eight historical tailings dumps
and depositioning these into a single
deposition facility – the West Wits pit –
which is identiﬁed for permanent closure.
The West Wits pit has a 30 Mt capacity
up to ground level and will meet Mintails’
deposition requirements for at least
the next ﬁve years, with a further 70 Mt
capacity above ground.

Rehabilitation and legacy mine
closure imperative
Milne believes that the removal of the
dumps and the associated rehabilitation of
the footprints, which are a source of dust
and water pollution, is an imperative as it
will signiﬁcantly aid in the remediation of
the pollution on the West Rand.
“The mine dumps require constant and
costly maintenance and management until
we are able to retreat and rehabilitate them
permanently, as the dumps tend to break
down and spill over into the environment,”
he says.
Moreover, the ‘unrehabilitated’ and
decommissioned underground mines
on Mintails’ footprint contribute to the
development of unsafe sinkholes that became
access points used by illegal miners as well
as points for water ingress, exacerbating the
problem of acid mine drainage (AMD).

“

Mintails is finalising a bankable feasibility
study to recommission its second gold processing
plant – Gold 2. The recommissioning, which
is expected to cost R60 million, will add an
additional 350 000 tpm of processing capacity,
increasing the company’s total processing
capacity to 500 000 tpm” Eddie Milne
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Retreatment operations

This entails mining several reef outcrops
on surface as well as re-equipping the
In addition to retreating low-grade tailings,
underground section of the mine and
Mintails also produces gold from its hard
mining the remaining reefs. Milne says the
rock Winze gold mine at higher recovery
operation is expected to take between
grades of between 2 g/t and 4 g/t to deliver
12 and 14 months and will yield gold
the company’s desired gold output.
recoveries of about 3 g/t.
During the remaining ﬁve month lifeof-mine, Mintails will mine the remaining
Tailings and AMD processing
unmined gold reefs and pillars at Winze,
capacity
while backﬁlling the shaft in preparation for
Mintails has two gold plants situated at its
its closure.
Mogale mining complex. Mintails’ Gold 1
Milne says the mine currently produces
processing plant treats both tailings
2 000 tpm of run-of-mine ore, which is
and hard rock. The plant currently treats
transported to its crushing plant, then to
150 000 tpm of tailings and hard rock while
the rock mill and ﬁnally to the processing
the company’s Gold 2 plant has been on
plant where it is processed along with the
care and maintenance since 2011.
tailings, to produce circa 100 kg of gold per
“Mintails is ﬁnalising a bankable
month
study to recommission
feasibility stu
Meanwhile, Mintails
ails
Gold 2. The
T recommissioning,
is exploring the
MINE CLOSURE
which is expected to
opportunity to
PLANNING
cost R60 million, will
begin mining
As part of its mine closure model,
add an additional
ad
at its second
Mintails ensures that the rehabilitated
3350 000 tpm of
underground
environment supports a higherprocessing capacity,
p
mine area –
value economic use than the current
increasing the
in
Emerald Raise.
environment. The company envisions
ccompany’s total
the transformation of its tailings dumps
processing capacity to
p
into alternative-energy platforms,
either for solar or wind farms,
500 000 tpm,”
which are capable of
Milne
Miln says.
generating revenues.
“The recommissioning will
be dependent on the
however b
ability to obtain third party funding
as investment capital to undertake the
recommissioning,” he adds.
Meanwhile, in terms of water treatment
capacity, Mintails’ uses its tailings water
treatment (TWT) plant to treat up to
30 Mℓpd of water.

Hard rock operations

Milne says since Mintails’ inception nine
years ago, the company has successfully
removed an estimated 15 Mt of
contaminants at its various sites on the
West Rand.
Mintails is currently retreating its 6 Mt
1L8 slimes dump. Since commencing
retreatment at the dump almost two years
ago, the company expects to complete the
process within the next two months.
In the next six to eight months Mintails
will commence the retreatment of its
largest dump – the 60Mt 1L23-25 slimes
dump. “We expect the processing of this
dump to take up to 11 years,” says Milne.
Also a priority for Mintails is the
processing of its 4Mt sand dump, which it
will incorporate into its mine plan in the
next three to ﬁve years.
Despite the fact that Mintails’ tailings
dumps typically only contain about 0.3 g/t
of gold, fulﬁlling its role as a mine-closure
company, Mintails continues to slowly
reduce the size of the dumps that litter the
West Rand.
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A trusted
industry leader
For more than 90 years, Scaw, a South African industry leader, has partnered with leading mining
houses to ensure safety critical standards and productivity targets are consistently met. Whether it’s
hoisting, grinding or excavating, Scaw produces an extensive range of products that drive mining
safety and productivity.
%acNed up Ey teams of Tuali¿ed engineers with extensive experience in all aspects of grinding media,
steel wire rope, chain and cast products, Scaw’s product specialists are available to advise on the
design, selection, installation and maintenance of safety critical and mining products manufactured
by Scaw.

www.scaw.co.za

More than
steel.
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Fast fact
Since Mintails’ inception nine years ago,
the company has successfully removed
an estimated 15 Mt of contaminants at its
various sites on the West Rand
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The TWT technology uses the high
pH, post carbon-in-leach tailings in the
treatment of AMD contaminated water.
The quality of the treated water produced
through applying this technology is of
similar quality to that being produced
by the current adopted technology of
high density sludge water plants, but at
a signiﬁcantly reduced cost due to the
reduction in the consumption of reagents
within the treatment process.
Treated AMD forms the bulk of Mintails’
process water, where the cost per unit

is signiﬁcantly cheaper than purchasing
municipal water.
Further, if approved, Mintails’ processing
capacity could be increased with the
commissioning of the Gold 2 circuit.

Critical infrastructure
Critical to Mintails’ successful operation is
its pipe and pump infrastructure, which
is integral to the transport of its slurry
from the tailings dumps via pipeline to its
processing plant.
In doing so, Mintails has established

a 15 km-long double pipeline network
throughout its operations to transport the
tailings slurry and process water between
the 1L8 operation, processing plant and
water treatment facility.
The pipeline infrastructure at the 1L8
operation consists of a short section of
high pressure pipes leading from the water
monitor, used to cut into the slimes dump,
down to the tank farm. Here the tailings
are consolidated, screened for organics
and pumped using three C-frame pumps
in series via a high-density polyethylene
(HDPE) pipeline back to the processing
plant.
The pipeline also connects to Mintails’
soon-to-be-mined 1L23-25 dump.
Infrastructure on site includes a tank farm
with six D-frame pumps in series as well as
the necessary piping and hydraulic mining
equipment.
Milne says the pipeline infrastructure
is regularly monitored, maintained and
replaced every ﬁve to ten years at a cost
of about R1.5 million rand per kilometre of
piping.
At its processing plant alone, Milne
estimates a 200-strong pump complement
and notes a signiﬁcant future spend
on pipelines, when the Gold 2 plant is
recommissioned. MRA
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TOEING THE slurry

pipeLINE
The operational efficiency and capital expenditure requirements for
every equipment item has become a priority for mining companies
looking to streamline their operations and reduce or better manage
costs – and this includes slurry pipelines. Fluid conveyance specialist
The Rare Group offers plastic pipe lining technology that not only
guarantees no leakage, but extends the lifespan of a pipeline by five or
six times as well, CEO WALLY VAN COLLER tells LAURA CORNISH.

T

he Rare Group has assisted
many mining companies across
Africa to secure the streamlined
performance of their slurry
pipelines. In fact, since acquiring the
well-known Rare Plastic lining technology
in 2006, where a plastic liner is installed
into a steel pipeline, the company has
sold and installed 200 km of the product
across sub-Saharan Africa, mostly to mining
operations.
The Rare Plastic lining system utilises an
HDPE liner that is inserted into carbon steel
pipelines. After sections of HDPE pipe are
joined together to form an uninterrupted
length, the HDPE pipe is pulled through a
reduction die which temporarily reduces
the diameter.
After the liner is installed and the
pulling force removed, the liner returns
to its original diameter and ensures a
post installed tight ﬁt, i.e. no annular gap
between the outside diameter of the
reverted HDPE liner and the maximum bore
of the host pipe. According to Van Coller,
this is a Rare Group technology advantage
which ensures no potential leakage
between the pipe and the lining.
“Coupled with The Rare Group’s
long lining pull lengths which reduce
the number of joints and welding
requirements, our lined pipelines are never
compromised, regardless of the high
volumes or abrasive nature of the slurry
being conveyed.”

Taking this technology another
step forward
The Rare Group recently introduced Rare
Plastics Multilayer (RPM) technology into
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its product portfolio, aimed at further
expanding its range of products used for
pipeline rehabilitation.
RPM is a three layer HDPE pipe with
a crack resistant inner and outer layer,
ideally suited to pipeline rehabilitation
of structurally damaged pipelines using
trenchless technologies similar to Rare
Plastic lining. “The three crack-resistant
layers are made from a special PE100RC
polymer and are inseparably bonded
together during the extrusion process,”
Van Coller explains. “But the most
signiﬁcant advantage this technology
oﬀers is lifespan performance. “We expect
an RPM pipeline to last up to 100 years.”
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RPM jointing is performed through
butt or electro fusion welding and made
in coils in sizes ranging from 90 mm to
180 mm (outside diameter). It is also
available in 12 m lengths in sizes up
to 500 mm in diameter. The company
recently installed a new coiler at its
manufacturing plant in Meyerton to
facilitate this process. RPM linings can be
coiled in lengths of 50 m, 75 m, 100 m
and 150 m.
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Van Coller notes that the company’s RPM
technology is primarily suited to South
Africa’s ageing water pipeline infrastructure,
which can cost eﬀectively replace old,
damaged and leaking pipelines. The RPM
liner pipe’s service life will not be aﬀected
by surface damage caused during the
installation process. “This does however
lend itself to mining applications as well –
and will withstand extremely abrasive slurry
materials for ﬁve or six times the normal
lifespan expectancy.”

The installed coiler at Rare
Pla
l stics’ facility
y in Meyerton

An abundance of success mining
installations in Africa
The Rare Group has a growing list
of recent Rare Plastic lining
installations in Africa – which
showcase and demonstrate
RPM is a three layer
its ability to comfortably
HDPE pipe with a crack
convey abrasive slurry
resistant inner and
materials at high pressures
outer layer, ideally
suited to pipeline
within eroded pipelines.
rehabilitation of
The company’s
structurally damaged
completed project list
Further to
ground and can lie in close proximity
pipelines
includes the installation of
this, the Zambian
to villages and communities in Africa or
a 17 km and 5.5 km plastic
company has lined
near water or heavy forestation. “Mining
lining for two existing steel
more than 1 000 steel
companies simply cannot aﬀord to risk
slurry pipelines for DRDGold’s
pipe spools, 12 m in
slurry leaks into these environments. Our
Ergo tailings retreatment business. The
length, with its Rare Plastics
technology reduces this risk to a very
diameters are 450 mm
lining for First Quantum
large extent,” Van Coller
and 400 mm respectively. “For the
Minerals Limited.
reaﬃrms.
17 km installation, the Rare Plastic linings
The company’s list
For ultra-aggressive,
were installed in lengths up to 400 m
of clients also includes
high pressure slurry
The approximate length of
without ﬂanged joints,” Van Coller notes.
gold mining major Gold
Rare Plastic linings installed applications, The Rare
“Subsequently, Ergo’s pipelines will now last
Fields. Two 450 mm slurry
Group oﬀers steel
across sub-Saharan Africa
another 10 years or even longer.”
pipelines of 3,2 km each are
pipelines lined with a
Since 2007, The Rare Group’s Zambian
lined with Rare Plastic linings for AngloGold
ceramic lining. This product combination
subsidiary, Rare Construction Zambia, has
Ashanti Iduapriem’s operation in Tarkwa,
is popular with Randgold Resources –
installed three new 610 mm steel pipelines
Ghana.
between 2013 and 2015 the company
of 8,6 km each. They are lined with Rare
supplied hundreds of 6 m long high
Plastic linings to accommodate copper
pressure steel pipes and ﬁttings lined with
Environmental protection
slurry. “The client selected our linings
a ceramic lining for its gold mine in Mali.
The positive environmental impact of Rare
product because of the environmental risk
Van Coller believes that ceramic
Plastic linings holds a lot of signiﬁcance for
involved with leaks and the fact that we
lined steel pipes and ﬁttings could
the mining sector, which is often tarnished
have never experienced a leak following
oﬀer huge beneﬁts to the fracking
for its lack of environmental responsibility.
any of our installations.”
industry. MRA
Most slurry pipelines are positioned above

200 km
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The Watermaster dredger can be
applied in various mining applications

AMPHIBIOUS
multipurpose dredging solution
gains interest from local mining sector
The amphibious, multipurpose
Watermaster dredger owned
and operated by Witbankbased Dredging Solutions has
been gaining interest from
the southern African mining
industry having traditionally
only been used on the continent
for environmental rehabilitation
and water construction work,
Watermaster regional manager
and sole distributor for southern
Africa VUOKKO LAURILA
tells CHANTELLE KOTZE.

“B

ecause of the interest
from the African
mining industry in the
Watermaster, we expect
to expand further on the continent as this
market develops,” she says.
Dredging Solution’s Watermaster
dredger can be applied in various mining
applications including slimes and sediment
removal in process water ponds, the
recovery of valuable materials in tailings
ponds and for general tailings ponds
maintenance.
The Watermaster’s versatility and
eﬃciency ensures the overall eﬃciency
of the mine waste water treatment,
contributing towards the smooth operation
of the entire mining operation.
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In addition to applications in the
mining industry, the Dredging Solutions
Watermaster dredger is widely used
for restoring and deepening shallow
waterways, preventing ﬂoods, removing
invasive vegetation, cleaning polluted
urban canals and for construction work in
water environments.
Manufactured in Finland by Aquamec,
there are over 300 global installations
of the Watermaster in 65 countries. This
includes several installations at mines and
enrichment plants in Australia, Russia,
the Czech Republic, the Philippines and
Finland.
The ﬁrst generation machine, the
Watermaster Classic I, was introduced
to the market in 1986 and has since
undergone several improvements.
A fourth generation machine – the
Watermaster Classic IV – is currently
available to the local mining industry from
Dredging Solutions.
The amphibious Watermaster is uniquely
versatile and mobile and is speciﬁed for use
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in all shallow water work from dry ground
to up to 6.3 m deep.
The compact sized machine is easily
transported as a complete unit. It unloads
by itself from the trailer and walks
independently into the water without
crane assistance by using its tilting rear
stabilizers and excavator arm.
In water, the Watermaster dredger
uses its propulsion system for cruising.
In shallow waters, it moves by dragging
itself using its excavator arm. The machine
anchors with its own four stabilizers,
ensuring stable work positioning. Switching
positions while operational is quick as the
dredger doesn’t require separate anchors,
winches, wire-cables or assisting vessels for
operating, explains Laurila.
Several attachments are available for
use with the multipurpose Watermaster
machine.
The same Watermaster unit can be
used to undertake suction dredging work
by using the Cutter Pump attachment;
for backhoe dredging work by using the

PIPES & PUMPS
The Watermaster Cutter Pump uses
a strong, ﬂexible excavator arm and
independent anchoring system with
four tilting stabilizers, which allows the
Watermaster to eﬃciently cover a large
area from each position and can cover an
area of over 90 m2, with a swing angle of
180 degrees.
The Watermaster is also able to
reposition itself quickly which means that
over 96% of the total operation time is
available for productive work and less than
4% goes to repositioning the machine; and
it is ready to start working immediately
after changing the position.

patented integrated vegetation cutting
knife system.
The attachment has a maximum
pumping and discharge distance of up to
1.5 km without the need for any booster
pumps and a pumping capacity of
500 m3/h, which is signiﬁcantly
The Watermaster cleaning a process water
more eﬃcient when compared with
pond at a gold mine in Finland
conventional; and weighs in at 1 000 kg.
several bucket attachments; for raking
When suction dredging using the Cutter
when used with the rake attachment; and
Pump, the materials can be discharged
for piling work when used with the piling
either using a spray pipe or by using
bucket or vibratory piling attachment.
a discharge pipeline. While Dredging
“Since the Watermaster does the work
Solutions oﬀers both piping solutions, a
of several diﬀerent machines, using the
pipeline can also be acquired locally.
Watermaster reduces an operations
The Watermaster dredging solution can
overall investment and operational and
also eﬀectively be used with dewatering
The multipurpose Watermaster does
maintenance costs,” says Laurila.
bags, supplied by several manufacturers
the
work
of several different machines, thus worldwide.
Watermaster’s own state-of-the-art Cutter
Pump is an essential part of the Watermaster reducing an operation’s overall investment
Dewatering bags provide an eﬀective
and operational and maintenance costs”
concept. It enables 50% to 100% more
alternative to mechanical processing that
Vuokko Laurilo
eﬀective pumping time compared with
enables the capture of precious metals and
traditional suction dredgers.
the eﬃcient management of mine tailings
Conventional machines have a stiﬀ
and other mine waste streams.
The submersible Cutter Pump can be
suction pipe, which only covers a very
The Watermaster is able to pump
used in very shallow waters or even when
narrow area from one position and
the materials into the bags, which then
the machine itself is on dry land, compared
thus needs to be repositioned often.
dewater the materials. Dredging Solutions
with conventional dredgers which cannot
Conventional machines also only have a
director Brendon van Niekerk says this
submerse the pump or pump in shallow
swing angle of between 30 and 90 degrees
combination has successfully been used
waters.
and require separate anchors, wire-cables
in many projects worldwide, not only on
The Cutter Pump includes two cutter
and winches in their operation.
mining related projects. MRA
crowns for use in diﬀerent soils and a
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TRUSTED PIPELINE PRODUCTS

• Double containment HDPE piping
• Pipeline installations
• Suppliers of carbon steel pipes,
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• Cost effective water treatment


  

 

• Manufacturers of HDPE pipe. Sizes
available from 110mm to 1000mm
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• Pipeline repair and rehabilitation
• HDPE lining of new and existing
steel pipelines
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slurry pumps
take centre
stage
Thanks to local distributor Integrated Pump Technology (IPT),
the Grindex range of Bravo submersible slurry pumps is gaining
significant new market share across sub-Saharan Africa which can
be attributed to IPT’s extensive product experience, local presence
and customised solutions approach. Coupled with new locally
designed and manufactured products and accessories, IPT’s future
growth prospects look promising, writes LAURA CORNISH.

90

% of IPT’s business is
currently generated
from African mining
projects, a ﬁgure which
is growing further according to IPT general
manager for export Colin Adams. Its slurry
pump range in particular is enjoying
remarkable success at present, with total
sales contribution from the product
up from 10% last year to between 50%
and 60% at present. This year alone the
company has successfully installed more
than 120 Bravo pumps across its Africanfocused territories.
Adams is conﬁdent that the Grindex
Bravo slurry pump footprint is growing so
rapidly because of its robust design. “These
pumps can operate reliably in the toughest
African mining environments,” he says.

Because submersible pumps operate
in the slurry, infrastructure construction
is unnecessary and pumping start-up is
immediate. Bravo submersible pumps in

particular are engineered to pump slurry
and ﬂuids with a high content of abrasive
solids, with particle sizes up to 50 mm. The
range oﬀers reliable pumping performance
and the pumps are ﬁtted with a cooling
jacket and an agitator for eﬀective slurry
handling, eliminating the issue of silt
build-up.
“This new approach to pumping slurry
with submersibles guarantees higher
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The collective years of
pump experience shared
across the IPT team

New submersible slurry trend
In addition to this, the industry’s growing
need to reduce costs while maintaining
or improving operational eﬃciencies and
reliability has seen increased interest in
replacing vertical spindle pumps with
submersible pumps. Subsequently, the
Bravo range (ﬁrst launched in 2010) is
fulﬁlling a new market trend.
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PIPES & PUMPS
eﬃciency rates, lower running costs as
well as lower maintenance costs. It is the
most cost eﬀective pumping solution
for slurry handling applications,” Adams
reiterates.
IPT recently replaced a vertical spindle
pump with a Bravo submersible pump
in a gold mine dewatering application
and in a sand aggregate operation,
enabling the clients to increase
the reliability of their dewatering
application while reducing the
associated costs.

Local presence
The IPT ‘package’ is
completed with
a dedicated and
fully committed
sales team
– from its
head oﬃce in
South Africa,
as well as from
its established
distribution network of eight
strategically located and specialised
local pump companies whose ‘next
door’ proximity to clients provides a fast,
personal service.
“Through our network, our fully trained
representatives are able to provide
customised product recommendations
to clients, based on on-site evaluations;
throughout Botswana, Namibia, Zambia,
the Democratic Republic of Congo (DRC),
Mozambique and Zimbabwe,” Adams
outlines. “Their facilities are also equipped
with spare parts, maintenance and full
service capabilities as well. Understanding
local markets and meeting local needs,
“such as adapting our pump motors to suit
a speciﬁc country’s voltage requirements,”
is a major contributor towards the
company’s fast-paced growth.

14 months ago...
IPT was appointed as the exclusive distributor
in southern Africa for Grindex with effect from
1 July 2014. While focusing on the Grindex
range, IPT has also dedicated its time to better
integration with its customers’ business, offering
a service over and above a product – resulting in
faster response time and improved service levels

Suckers for slurry
In line with its growing slurry pump
presence, IPT has developed a new slurry
product which easily removes silt and builtup sediments from lined water storage
areas.
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Designed and engineered locally, the IPT
SlurrySucker dredge unit eﬀectively de-silts
or de-slimes dams without damaging the
lining, Adams explains. The concept took
about six months to develop and test
and comprises a Grindex slurry pump in
combination with Grindex dewatering
pumps to create a jetting system.
The product, ﬁrst introduced to the
market three months ago, comprises two
standard units. The smaller SlurrySucker
Mini can remove 30 – 40 dry tons per
hour while the SlurrySucker Maxi can
remove between 70 and 80 dry tons per
hour.
“We have already supplied our ﬁrst
SlurrySucker Mini to a project in Swaziland
and have secured our second order to
supply a Maxi into Madagascar.”

Value-add accessories
As part of its value-add, IPT has also
introduced a range of pump ﬂotation
devices (PFD) and hose ﬂotation devices
(HFD) available for customers to purchase
or hire.
IPT oﬀers three diﬀerent PFD sizes with
carrying capacities of 250 kg, 600 kg and
1200 kg. In the event that a heavier mass
needs to be suspended, a number of PFDs
can be used in series to accommodate this.

SEPTEMBER 2015

Try-me, buy-me
IPT is so confident in its products it offers
potential customers the opportunity to test its
‘try-me, buy-me’ offer. “We will install and run our
pumps on site at no cost to showcase our pumps’
performance. To date this initiative has been
100% successful.

HFDs are used to suspend hoses during
pumping applications where either
pontoons or barges are used and the hose
needs to be suspended above the water,
or where hosing is laid across the water
instead of around the perimeter of the
water.

Advancing further in 2016
The majority of IPT’s installations and
growth are the result of replacements –
which is a signiﬁcant achievement in itself.
“Our focus moving into 2016 is increasing
our involvement with new projects, at
design stage. “Specifying Grindex pumps
for new designs will secure greater market
penetration across all areas relevant to the
pump sector,” Adams reveals.
The company is also looking to gain
presence in new and “untouched” regions
such as Uganda, Ethiopia and the western
coasts below West Africa. MRA
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WINZEMASTER
DOUBLE DIAPHRAGM
DEWATERING PUMP

Just got
even better
Ventilation, occupational health and environmental
solutions provider Terramin has enhanced its pump
product offering by relaunching an improved version of its
well proven and locally manufactured Winzemaster dewatering
pump. Adding further value to this, the company has also released
the Pumpsim pumping simulation software package, writes
CHANTELLE KOTZE.

E

nhancing the original design
of the pneumatic/air operated
Winzemaster Double Diaphragm
dewatering pump, which the
company released in 1990, Terramin has
modiﬁed the pump for improved nonreturn valve and ﬂow characteristics,
explains Terramin research and
development director and founder Martin
van Schoor.
Relaunched in June, the Winzemaster
pump is used in general mine dewatering
in winzes, development ends and haulages
as well as for ﬂowable mud pumping semisolid media pumping and in industrial and
food-related ﬂuid and liquid transfer
The beneﬁts of the 50 mm outlet/inlet
Winzemaster is that the diaphragms are
not connected in tension, thus reducing
the chance of diaphragm rupture. The
relaunched pump also features a reduced
hydraulic passage, when compared with
traditional double diaphragm pumps, with
only two short inlet and outlet ports.
The pump at a zero metre head will pump
in the vicinity of 450 litres per minute at a
compressed air supply pressure of 5.5 Bar.
What makes the pump unique is that it
is not conﬁgured for gravity and therefore
is not dependent on a vertical orientation
for a ball and ﬂap to function. Instead, the
Winzemaster uses a segmental cone nonreturn valve allowing it to pump and draw
a negative head at any angle or position.
Going forward, Terramin is considering
the manufacture of smaller outlet/inlet
32 mm and 25 mm pumps, while also
actively evaluating ways in which to
reduce the weight of the pump from its
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present weight of 45 kg to 30 kg, due to
the replacement of heavier steel parts
with lightweight engineering plastic, says
Martin.
Ensuring that it is able to provide a
complementary and value added service
oﬀering, Terramin, the exclusive African
distributor of mine ventilation software
developed by Chasm Consulting, in August
this year released the new Pumpsim
mine water management and pumping
simulation software package.
The software is designed to model and
simulate many diﬀerent types of data
from a three-dimensional (3D) network of
pumps and pipes.
Pumpsim’s 3D technology and interface
are based on the highly successful
Ventsim software, which has been used in
thousands of mines around the world to
provide detailed and accurate ventilation
simulation. The maturity and technology of
Ventsim has been directly integrated into
Pumpsim.
Pumpsim can be used to simulate pump
and pipe systems across many diﬀerent
industries including mining, agriculture,
construction, processing & manufacturing.
The software uses simulation result data
to optimise pumping and pipe designs,
and ensure pumps and pipes are correctly
designed for the required capacity.
“By constructing a pipe and pump
model in advance with Pumpsim, key
factors such as pressure build-up, required
ﬂow rates, pipe types and pump systems
can be designed and tested before
implementation,” explains Jamie van
Schoor, the director of Dwyka Mining
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The Winzemaster pump is used in
general mine dewatering in winzes,
development ends and haulages

Services – the software and technology
subsidiary of Terramin.
He adds that Pumpsim data can identify
ﬂaws and ineﬃciencies in a pipe and
pump systems which may be detrimentally
impacting an organisation with regard
to safety, performance and energy or
maintenance costs. “By ensuring your
system is optimised, you can be sure that
your pumping system is operating as
eﬃciently and cost-eﬀectively as possible,”
Jamie notes.
The software allows for the construction
of highly detailed, true-to-scale pump and
pipe models by using an intuitive, easy-touse 3D interface and can be used to model
pipe and pump pressure, ﬂow quantities
and velocities.
The software can be used to model:
• Pipe and pump pressure
• Flow quantities and velocities
• Open and closed pipes and channels
• Tank and dam structure and capacities
• Fluids with diﬀerent viscosities and
densities
• Valves and sprays
• Costs and eﬃciencies
There are plans to improve the
current Pumpsim software package to
include time based dynamic simulation.
Thermodynamics and heat transfer will
also be included in the software in future
versions, says Jamie.
The company, with its eyes ﬁrmly set on
growth in the African underground mining
sector, has already found a foothold in
Zambia, Zimbabwe, Namibia and Tanzania
and will target further growth on the
continent in future. MRA
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Variable pump speeds

e
r
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eﬃciency

C

lariﬁer eﬃciency is often a
challenge in waste treatment
plants or solids precipitation
facilities – largely due to the
diﬀerence between predicted and actual
sludge/solids density.
This is because the sludge blanket at the
bottom of the clariﬁer is often thicker and
more viscous than the liquid above it. A
sludge depression cone can develop in the
sludge blanket allowing thinner liquid from
above to ﬂow from the clariﬁer instead of
the more viscous sludge.

This occurs when too much sludge is
drawn from the clariﬁer too fast, causing a
suction cone around the discharge outlet
of the clariﬁer. Less viscous material is
drawn in place of the denser layer, in turn
decreasing the total solids load and the
liquid to the digester, thus defeating the
purpose of the clariﬁer and increasing total
treatment cost.
This can be demonstrated by measuring
the sludge solids load at various times
during a single pump operating cycle. At
the beginning of the pump cycle, its load
can be greater than 5% and at the end it
can be half that. This variation of sludge
withdrawal is caused by the ineﬃciency of
the pumping from the cone development.

Because it cannot handle solids and
shears sludge, a smaller pump is often
used to operate a large pump, to move
the higher viscosities and larger solids,
at a slower speed to limit the outﬂow
and stop a cone from forming. The larger
pump however will slowly clog. As either
pump continues, both will draw in more
of the thin upper layer which reduces the
total solids and increases liquid volumes.
This decreases total process eﬃciency.
Exasperating the problem is the large
piping that is required.
The most
commonly
used solution
to solve
ineﬃciency
solids
withdrawal is
to simply run a large pump on a time cycle
that is short enough for the cone not to
develop, or try and match the speed of the
oversized or undersized pump to sludge
formation in the clariﬁer. Unfortunately, the
sludge formation diﬀers weekly or even
daily. With no consistent sludge formation
at the bottom of the clariﬁer, there is a
varying sludge ﬂow requirement. Neither
solution is reliable and requires constant
attention and adjustment.
The solution to the ineﬃciency of solids
withdrawal is to move the sludge at a rate
equal to its accumulation at the bottom
of the clariﬁer without creating the sludge
depression cone, no matter what the
sludge formation is on any given day, while

still maintaining a signiﬁcant turbulent ﬂow
in the piping for eliminating the clogging
issues.
Ideally, the ﬂow characteristics of the
pump should be tailored to the individual
settling characteristics of the sludge and
the hydraulic characteristics of the process.
This will maintain the sludge/solids at
maximum density. This in turn improves
the retention times, reducing unnecessary
recirculation of liquid and improving the
operation of the secondary or anaerobic
digester. This signiﬁcantly reduces the plant
operating costs for energy, maintenance and
ultimate solids removal costs. The operating
characteristics of the single diaphragm air
operated pump address these issues.
The pump cycle rate or speed can be
matched to the rate of accumulation in the
clariﬁer by means of a 4-20 ma signal from
a sludge or solids blanket level detector.
This will speed up or slow down the pump
directly to prevent the depression cone
formation and maintain a constant sludge
level.
Due to the variable reciprocating
motion of the pump there is continuous
acceleration change of the ﬂow in the
pipe. This creates turbulence even in
12 inch pipes that will keep most solids in
suspension. By adjusting the air pressure
which controls the upward and downward
motion of the diaphragm, both discharge
stroke and the total strokes per minute can
be varied. This changes the reciprocating
motion of the pump and liquid
independent of the total litres per minute
required by the system.
The pump becomes tailored to the
requirement of the individual application
every day, eliminating the cone formation
and the subsequent low piping velocities
while keeping the solids in suspension.
This in turn reduces energy use, lowers
maintenance, creating greater reliability,
better sludge and thus lower total
operating cost. MRA
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COMMINUTION

ORE SORTING

Signiﬁcantly reducing
comminution requirements
Mining companies have been wary of implementing ore sorting
technologies, initially only trialling the technology on their waste
dumps. It has, however, made significant strides with mining houses
so confident in the technology that they have begun including and
even replacing existing minerals processing methods within their
main processing circuits, writes CHANTELLE KOTZE.

S

ince acquiring its ﬁrst ore sorters
in the early 2000s, Mintek has
undertaken several research and
development programmes to
help sorting equipment manufacturers,
mining houses and engineering
project houses prove and optimise the
technologies.
Ore sorting has come a long way
since the days when limited computer
processing would result in slow processing
speeds, explains Mintek minerals
processing division manager Bernard
Joja, who adds that advancements in ore
sorting have led to faster processing rates

and higher throughputs and has enabled
processing of smaller particles.
“Today ore sorting can be used to
drastically optimise mineral processing
plants, with many added economic
beneﬁts,” says Joja.

Simple sorting
Mintek minerals processing division senior
technical specialist Carl Bergmann notes
that the modern generation of sorters are
probably the only separation processes
that have eﬀectively decoupled observed
property, such as colour, from separation
mechanism (air jet or mechanical ﬂipper).
One of the ﬁrst proven mineral sorting
technologies available to the market was
the optical sorter. Used for testing colour
diﬀerentiation, the optical sorter was
successfully used for glass

Advancements in ore sorting have led to faster
processing rates and higher throughputs and has
enabled processing of smaller particles
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sorting in the glass recycling industry. It has
proven to be particularly eﬀective in the
more simple ‘light from dark’ separations
such as removing dark contaminants
from calcite and feldspar. However, this
technique struggled to maintain stable
sorting algorithms for more complex and
darkly coloured ores based only on colour.
The need for a more robust and more
accurate sorting technology led to the
inclusion of new and alternate sensing
methods such X-ray transmission (XRT)
sorting, which provides a measure of
whole-particle atomic density, rather than
surface-based properties such as colour.
XRT sorting is well suited to upgrading
ores where traditionally density separation
would be used, such as in the coal,
diamonds and iron ore industries, says
Bergmann.

Complex sorting
More complex commodities, ores with very
low head grades or those with little density
variation to exploit, may require alternate
sensor technologies, says
Bergmann.

The Rados X-ray ﬂuorescence sorting
plant at Mintek’s facility in Johannesburg

RESEARCH ON WATER USE WITHIN THE
MINERALS PROCESSING CIRCUIT
As part of a future minerals processing research endeavour, and
owing to South Africa’s water scarcity, Mintek is exploring ways in
which it can change the way in which it undertakes its minerals
process testing by incorporating water recovery and recirculation into
its pilot minerals processing circuits.
In doing so, Mintek will attempt to quantify the effect that
water separation and reuse has on the overall processing circuit,
quantifying and identifying at which stage it begins to negatively or
positively affect the overall plant operation.
By looking at the effect of recycling water and modifying the water
balance at each stage of the processing circuit to ensure optimal
operation, Mintek will be able to help plant designers and project
engineering houses determine which circuit runs most optimally
given the different variables such as circuit configuration, water reuse
and treatment as well as ore sorting.

Mintek has investigated and tested the use of X-ray ﬂuorescence
(XRF) sorting. In this technique, the surface of each stone is directly
assayed for a chosen combination of elements. The results are
evaluated using logical operators (>/</and/or) in an algorithm
resulting in an accept or reject decision.
This technology can cost-eﬀectively sort ores containing
elements with an atomic number greater than 20, and which have
a grade greater than 0.1%.

“

Ore sorting can be used
to drastically optimise mineral
processing plants, with many
added economic benefits”

TRUSTED BY
INDUSTRY
PEDESTRIAN DETECTION
SYSTEMS

INTRINSICALLY
SAFE SOLUTIONS

INDUSTRIAL NETWORKING,
TELEMETRY, MONITORING
AND CONTROL SOLUTIONS

Bernard Joja

ENVIRONMENTAL SENSING
INSTRUMENTS

Two Rados XRF sorter plants are being built by separate
platinum mining companies in South Africa. Each plant comprises
four Rados XRF sorters, and each is capable of processing 80 tph of
ore. These demonstration plants are a continuation of the testing
already undertaken using the commercial scale Rados XRF plant at
Mintek’s facility in Johannesburg.
Meanwhile, other techniques such as near infrared hyperspectral
sorting, which is used to map mineral rather than elemental
content, are also gaining momentum in their application, says
Bergmann. So too is combination sorting, he says, which allows
several sorting methods to be used in one sorting machine.
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COMMINUTION
Uptake of ore sorting technology

“

If waste is sorted out at the start of the minerals
processing circuit, both the water and energy requirements
may be significantly reduced, as less ore needs to be
crushed and milled” Carl Bergmann

Advantages
The most signiﬁcant advantage associated
with ore sorting is its ability to remove
waste from the ore prior to further
crushing, milling and minerals processing.
In this way, sorting also enables cut-oﬀ, or
sub economical grades to be improved
and may convert low-grade reserves into
potential resources.
Ore sorting can also be applied as a
head grade equaliser for lower grade or
variable deposits, as it is able to produce
a more consistent quality of ore. “Because
sorting allows one to improve the quality
of feed going into a processing plant, the
processing plant tends to also perform
more eﬃciently with a consistent higher
grade owing to the pre-sorting out of
waste,” explains Bergmann.
However, while ore sorting has many
beneﬁts, each technique is limited by

its throughput capacity of smaller size
fractions. In individual particle sorting, the
number of particles being processed per
second naturally translates into diﬀerent
throughput rates per size and density class.
The upper and lower throughput rates per
type of sorter may vary from over 200t/hr
for coarse rock sorting to a few kilograms
per hour for precious stone sorting.

XRF sorting can costeﬀectively sort ores with
grades higher than

0.1%
To ensure that this limitation is
mitigated, Bergmann suggests the use of
proper sorter feed preparation, including
modifying blasting techniques, in order
to optimise the fraction of coarser size
fractions that are fed into the sorter.

“Having taken about 10 years to mature
in the minds of mining companies and
project engineering houses, ore sorting is
nowadays a much more accepted minerals
processing alternative, with engineering
project houses and mining companies alike
accepting ore sorting as a tried and trusted
part of minerals processing,” says Joja.
“While the acceptance was a slow
process, the uptake of sorters in South
Africa’s mining industry is improving, so
much so that ore sorting companies are
limiting their product ranges to focus on
speciﬁc commodity applications,” says
Bergmann.
Joja adds that because of the tough
economic times in terms of low commodity
prices, mining companies are forced to
reconsider the way in which they process
their ores, opening them up to the idea of
installing ore sorters.
Ore sorting has found a foothold as one
of the technologies that can either be
established ahead of the processing plant
to remove waste to bring a deposit to a
high enough grade required by the plant;
or alternatively be established within the
existing plant as a replacement of other
processing stages, such as the dense media
separation process. MRA

MINTEK LEADING THE WAY IN
RARE EARTH EXTRACTION
Mintek holds a unique
position within the rare
earths sphere and offers
the full range of services
for this niche sector.

The recently commissioned Rare Earth Element (REE)
H[WUDFWLRQSODQWGHPRQVWUDWHV0LQWHN·VDELOLW\WRSURFHVV
rare earths from start to finish. Mintek also offers strong
modelling capabilities across the entire process and are
registered to acquire, possess, process, use, transport,
import and export radio-active material, which is critical
when dealing with rare earths.

200 Malibongwe Drive, Randburg, South Africa
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involved in REE extraction and separation, providing a variety of testing services with a proven
ability to extract and refine rare earths from ores
and concentrates.
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EFFICIENT

comminution
circuits guarantee

EFFICIENT process
plant performance says DRA
The efficiency of the milling circuit influences the operational
performance of an entire process plant and plays a critical role in the
percentage and quality output of any extracted metal. Considering
the mill is also one of the largest energy consuming items (by
as much as 80%), the mining industry’s need to improve/ensure
optimum milling efficiency is greater than ever, writes LAURA CORNISH.

A

50

lthough focused on designing and
engineering processing plants for the mining
sector, DRA has over the years developed inhouse expertise across all critical circuits that
contribute towards a process plant’s operating functionality
and eﬃciency – and this includes milling.
Today, the company’s comminution expert Paul Morgan
has a thorough understanding of the milling/comminution
process and available technologies and as a result can
contribute signiﬁcantly towards maximum throughput and
mineral recovery of the overall plant.
“Our approach to milling is not traditional,” says DRA
director Glenn Bezuidenhout. “We focus on ﬁnding the
best milling option by reviewing diﬀerent milling processes
and determining the best route, as opposed to promoting
a particular milling design or using a one-size-ﬁts-all
approach between projects.”
This DRA oﬀering is gaining greater interest from industry
as mining companies
The number of mill designs and
continue looking for
installations DRA has completed –
options to reduce their
ranging in size from 200 kW to 17.5 MW
capital expenditure or
(installed at Mogalakwena)
increase the proﬁtability of
new operations, “especially
with increasing power costs and declining ore body grade
qualities,” adds Morgan.

DRA’s comminution history
DRA focuses on ﬁnding
the best milling option by
reviewing diﬀerent milling
processes and determining
the best route

DRA’s milling expertise became a signiﬁcant design
contributor after Morgan joined the company in 1997.
“We were awarded the Kroondal PGM concentrator
contract and our incorporation of rod milling resulted in
MINING REVIEW AFRICA
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an expected 3% additional recovery after it
became operational.”
“Having recognised the inﬂuential role
of milling, DRA became involved in milling
circuit simulation and subsequently started
working closely with Mintek on grind
milling tests. We were able to use those
results as a means of estimating how
diﬀerent ores break,” Morgan describes.
While this process is used as a standard
test, Morgan has elevated DRA’s milling test
work capabilities beyond this, alongside
bond index testing which further assists in
understanding the breakage characteristics
of the ore.

The industry is quickly gaining
increased awareness of and
need for ﬁner and ﬁner milling
as its ores become more
diﬃcult to process

“

Ultra-fine grinding (UFG) technologies
and machines (such as the HIG mill, Deswick
mill, Vertimill and Isamill) are coming to the
fore and are most successful when accurately
matching media size to the size distribution
of the feed” Paul Morgan
“I came across a method of better
determining breakage rates and ore
characteristics from grind milling and bond
index testing, which also eliminates the
inaccuracies encountered with Rowland
eﬃciency test work factors. This enabled
us to upscale our milling study expertise
to include SAG, ROM, ball and even ultraﬁne grinding technologies. Once you
understand how material breaks and its

HIGH PRESSURE GRINDING ROLLS (HPGRS)
The key to effective HPGR grinding is where it fits into a circuit and recognising that they work best
when used in conjunction with a conventional (i.e. ball) mill.
HPGRs enjoy particular success in the diamond sector and their future role within the broader
comminution sector will be optimised by incorporating and understanding lessons learnt from
previous and current installations.

DRA’s comminution modelling
techniques are gaining greater
interest as mines continue looking
for options to reduce their capital
expenditure or increase the
proﬁtability of new operations

size factions, you can model any feed size
distribution through a milling process.”
The accuracy of its modelling techniques
and test work allows DRA to accurately
understand an individual project’s energy
requirements and feed variances through
trade-oﬀ studies as well as simulate an
entire milling circuit design – from the
point of exiting the mill – to establish
optimum circuit eﬃciency with the best
selected equipment.
These techniques have proven so
eﬀective that they have been adopted by
international analytical testing services
provider ALS Global in Perth, Australia.

Ultra-ﬁne grinding a growing
necessity
Improving energy eﬃciency is no longer
the only driving factor when optimising
a milling circuit. Clients are pushing for
increased throughputs as ore body grades
deteriorate. “It is our role as the engineer to
work within these constraints, overcome
them and ensure a project’s output
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a fully autogenous mill. “We achieved
signiﬁcant cost savings from this project by
not using grinding media in the primary
mill,” Morgan reveals.
Understanding Tati Nickel’s hard ore
type and the requirements associated
with it, DRA’s test work and installation
of additional crushing
equipment enabled the
mine to increase its crushing
We pride ourselves on delivering the best
throughput from 3.6 Mtpa
design and most efficient milling process for every
(which it was struggling to
individual project we work on” Glenn Bezuidenhout
achieve) to 5 Mtpa. “We also
increased the concentrator’s
throughput to 12 Mtpa, without
changing its current mills and by simply
incorporating a suitable gyratory crusher
and crushing circuit for the optimal feed
size to achieve the necessary waste fraction
rejection from the DMS circuit.”

“

characteristics are as attractive as possible,”
Bezuidenhout notes.
Both he and Morgan also agree that
the industry is quickly gaining increased
awareness of and need for ﬁner and ﬁner
milling as its ores become more diﬃcult
to process. “Ultra-ﬁne grinding (UFG)
technologies and machines (such as the
HIG mill, Deswick mill, Vertimill and Isamill)
are coming to the fore and are most
successful when accurately matching
media size to the size distribution of the
feed.”
“These mills do require high energy
input though, opening up room for energy
eﬃcient improvements. We have however
already proven that energy savings of
between 30% and 50% can be achieved
with these machines by ensuring the best
media and machine for the duty,” Morgan
reveals.
The eﬃciency of a drive system can also
improve the entire comminution circuit’s
eﬃciency. “Just a few percentage points
(from 95% to 98% for example) can have a

DRA understands how material breaks
and its size factions, enabling it to model
any feed size distribution through a
milling process

dramatic impact on the entire process and
must be considered as well,” Bezuidenhout
adds.

Installations and top technique
DRA has provided milling circuit designs
for all ore and minerals types including
UG2, Merensky and Platreef ores in the
PGM sector through to kimberlite, copper,
iron ore, ﬂuorspar, rare earths, lead, zinc,
uranium and gold ores. And every single
milling circuit is tested to determine the
best process and equipment.
At the Nkomati nickel mine for example
DRA designed the milling circuit using

Morgan highlights DRA’s recently
completed gold process plant for Aureus
Mining’s New Liberty mine in Liberia. “The
mill has to grind to 45 micron, which is
exceptionally ﬁne, with the addition of a
Vertimill. The milling plant is performing to
design expectations.” Considering there are
only 300 Vertimill installations across the
globe, and only four or ﬁve in Africa, the
project truly showcases DRA’s ability to test
and consider all milling options.
Looking forward, Morgan and
Bezuidenhout agree that the future of milling
will also become dependent on the ability to
optimise minimal water usage. MRA
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the comminution market
Weir Minerals Africa is rapidly expanding its position in the
comminution sector following the acquisition of crushing and
separation equipment manufacturer Trio Engineered Products
by the Weir Group in October 2014, writes CHANTELLE KOTZE.

W

eir Minerals Africa’s
general manager for Trio
products, JD Singleton says
that since the acquisition
the company has already received several
orders for Trio products from South Africa,
Zambia, Kenya and Nigeria.
The acquisition has also already seen
Weir Minerals Africa capture a greater
proportion of the aftermarket opportunity
from the 300-strong installed machine base
of Trio equipment on the African continent
alone.
Moreover, Weir Minerals has since
established a team dedicated to supporting
the Trio range across the Africa and Middle
East regions. The team includes sales,
application and process engineering,
ﬁeld service, aftermarket and project
management representatives.

Singleton adds that the acquisition not
only improves Weir Minerals’ position in the
mining and comminution sectors, but also
enables it to increase its market presence in
the sand and aggregate industries as well.
Weir Minerals is the original equipment
manufacturer of the Trio range, enabling
the company to design, manufacture and
supply the Trio range of crushers, screens,
feeders, washers and materials handling
solutions throughout the Africa and Middle
East regions, outlines Weir Minerals Africa
Trio product manager Rasheel Sukdhoe.
Singleton explains that the Trio product
range complements Weir Minerals’
existing Enduron range of comminution
equipment, which includes linear motion
screens and high pressure grinding rolls. All
products are supported by Weir Minerals’
existing service centre network.
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Today, Weir Minerals is able to provide
a more complete product and service
oﬀering to existing mining customers
while enabling the company to accelerate
revenue growth for Trio original equipment
by leveraging its existing global platform
and relationships across mining markets.
At the same time it cross-sells its product
range in the sand and aggregates markets
through Trio Engineered Products’ well
established sales channels.
With its ever increasing product
range Weir Minerals is able to provide
a comprehensive product and service
oﬀering to existing mining customers, as
well as the sand and aggregates sector.
Nearly a year down the line, Weir
Minerals is showcasing its successes
within the comminution ﬁeld – providing
total plant solutions, including complete
crushing, screening, washing and
material conveying solutions in line with
clients’ speciﬁc needs, budgets, working
environment, capacity and product grade
requirements, says Sukdhoe.

“

The enquiry level
for Trio products is
encouraging. The market
has made clear its need for
an alternative comminution
solution” JD Singleton

The Trio
o products will complem
ment the existing
End
duron communition equipment ran
nge
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The plants are delivered to site either
fully assembled or in kit form for shipment
to remote locations and can be established
as static plants or track-mounted and
wheel-mounted portable plants.
The Trio comminution plants have
throughputs of between 50 tph and

▼

Rasheel Sukdhoe, Trio product manager
at Weir Minerals Africa.

1 500 tph, while higher throughputs can be achieved from the Trio
primary crushing equipment, Singleton notes.

Support post installation
“Comminution plants are all about throughput and reliability,
which requires having the right replacement parts available for a
client immediately and having experienced and knowledgeable
ﬁeld service support representatives to enable the plant to run as
eﬃciently for as long as possible,” says Singleton.
Weir Minerals keeps critical stock and replacement parts on
hand to meet these requirements to ensure increased uptime and
productivity.

Meeting market requirements
“The enquiry level for Trio products is encouraging,” says Singleton,
adding that the market has made clear its need for an alternative
comminution solution.
Singleton goes on to say that the market is “healthy” and
“signiﬁcant opportunity” exists for Weir Minerals to supply its
products into Africa.
“Our sales pipeline going forward is also very healthy,” he says, as
the Trio range continues to gain market acceptance in Africa. MRA
Trio has years of
global experience in the
crushing sector
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Screening
ning is a dynamic application and requires a machine
as been engineered to provide the throughput tonnage
that has
red for a given process application within a plant. Due
required
to the very wide range of materials and need to handle high
ges, scalping screens must be extremely robust and
tonnages,
protected against intensive wear.

A scalping
sca
screen
in the Joest Kwatani
manufacturing facility

arge drop heights, very heavy
ROM ore boulders and large cut
sizes all mean that the screen
and its component parts must
be speciﬁcally designed for the loads and
stresses normally not experienced in dry
screening processes.
Kenny Mayhew-Ridgers, general
manager engineering at specialist vibrating
equipment
i
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force, drive angle
angle, deck angle
angle, operating
force
frequency and screen deck selection must
be optimised to limit pegging on screen

Joest Kwatani recently
completed one of the largest
scalping screens ever produced
to date
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V14912

deck apertures. At the same time clay buildup must be prevented as far as possible.
“We consider a number of factors when
designing and engineering scalping
screens, including the fact that bed depths
at the feed and discharge ends are critical
elements and the selection of the right
screen panels can extend the scalping
screen and its wear life.” With the advent
of better structural design programmes,

more highly qualiﬁed engineers and the
ability of applying these modern tools and
knowledge, scalping screen designs have
improved vastly within Joest Kwatani.
Testament to its ability to ascertain exact
customer needs and produce a scalping
screen that is ﬁt for purpose, Joest Kwatani
recently received an order to engineer,
manufacture, install and commission one of
the largest scalping screens ever produced
to date. This scalping screen, which is for
a mine in the Northern Cape, is required
to handle variable ore conditions with a
continuous feed load of a maximum of
6 000 tph plus a 15% higher surge capacity.
Gunter Vogel, chairman of Joest Kwatani,
adds that in addition to uncompromising
service levels, Joest Kwatani’s success in a
diversity of screening applications is also
based on the on-going close relationship
it has with its large customer base.
Furthermore, the ability to understand the
downstream and upstream processes in a
plant and the capacity to engineer a ROM
screen capable of handling the required
throughput tonnage drives the company’s
success.
Available screen types vary from single
to double or triple decks in a variety of
sizes for both dry and wet screening
applications. “Information required for
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Retrofit your
old generation
cone crusher with
Metso’s new
generation
HP series crusher

Metso’s new generation HP series crusher
• Increased reliability and availability (Machine uptime)
• Safer maintenance regime and tramp removal (Safety)
• Superior performance (Productivity)
- Higher reduction ratio
- Finer product
- Higher capacity
• Lower operating costs (efficient opex)
- Reduce liner scrap rate
- Reduced electrical energy consumption
• Purposely designed to retrofit into
existing civils at minimal cost

BEE Ownership Compliant
metso.com – email: mmsa.info.za@metso.com

Metso will review the application and
crushing system and recommend an
appropriate HP crusher for the
application. A business case for
the retrofit will be developed.
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appropriate design includes the ore type,
speciﬁed tonnage throughput with its
related particle size distribution table,
with the maximum and minimum size of
ore to be screened. From this curve, our
trained metallurgists and engineers chart
the various curves of material distribution
from large/coarse ROM to medium down
to predominantly ﬁne material. During the
design phase we also consider constraints
regarding the physical space or power
available,” says Mayhew-Ridgers.
Mayhew-Ridgers explains that the
in-house metallurgists and the design
engineers work closely together when
considering a screen design.
The metallurgist will determine whether
to place emphasis on stratiﬁcation, to break
the bond between the material particles
that will allow the ﬁner particles to exit the
apertures. He may also place emphasis on
the recovery of ferro-silicate, an expensive
recovery agent used in the process of
dense media separation.
Each screening operation has its own
very speciﬁc purpose and the process
engineer or metallurgist has to make the
design engineer aware of what he expects
the machine to do. A multitude of factors
could compromise the fatigue life of a
screen’s components, speciﬁcally based
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on the operations and maintenance of the
machine. This ability to sift through the
available data and reach a tenable solution
emphasises the importance of the resident
experience and knowledge that is accrued
by the Joest Kwatani technical team.
“After gathering all the necessary
information, the process engineer will

deﬁne the screen’s process speciﬁcation
by making use of Joest Kwatani’s in-house
developed process sizing programme.
From this speciﬁcation, the design
engineer will structurally size each
load bearing component by means of
automated engineering ﬁrst principle
calculations followed by the development
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Joest Kwatani in-house
metallurgists and the design
engineers work closely together
when considering a screen design
to ensure a ﬁt-for-purpose solution

of a 3D CAD model of the entire machine.
This model is used in the ﬁnal stage
of design validation by means of ﬁnite
element analysis from where the detailing
will commence in the drawing oﬃce,” says
Mayhew-Ridgers.
In addition to customised design and
engineering of scalping screens to best
ﬁt a particular application, customers
need to be aware of the importance of
a planned and timeous maintenance
schedule. “Without replacing wear parts,
which are designed and ﬁtted into a
machine for protection of the screen
body against aggressive corrosion or

abrasive minerals, vital components will
be damaged. Without timely replacement
of such aﬀected parts, the entire integrity
of dynamically operated machines is
compromised,” Mayhew-Ridgers outlines.
Vogel says that Joest Kwatani assists
customers in overcoming this problem
by oﬀering in-house and on-site training
to both operating and maintenance
personnel. A full service level agreement
(SLA) is also oﬀered, whereby Joest Kwatani
takes over the responsibility for all servicing
of the machines and guarantees the life of
the machine during the period of the SLA
with the mine.

Mayhew-Ridgers says that the advent of
condition monitoring, which Joest Kwatani
has adopted as a research programme for
its engineers, provides constant feedback
to the company’s engineers. “The important
empirical knowledge of the stress in
the machine body during varying load
conditions provides invaluable technical
data which ﬂows directly back into our
design parameters. We are constantly
striving to pass product improvement
on to our customers and our continuous
improvement programme places us at the
forefront of highly engineered screening
machines.” MRA

MILLING & CLASSIFICATION IS OUR BUSINESS
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FROM INVENTING BETTER SOLUTIONS

EVERY DAY

Are you looking for cost-effective size-reduction and classiﬁcation of ores, industrial minerals and concentrates?
Contact Loesche SA to ﬁnd out the advantages of the Loesche Grinding System for your beneﬁciation process.

Tel: +27 (0)11 482 2933 | Fax: +27 (0)11 482 2940 | Email: umeyer@loeschesa.co.za | Web: www.loesche.com
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Exploration
camping made easy
With commodity prices down and the pressure on most junior and
major mining companies to operate in challenging times – South
Africa-based company Weatherhaven RCS understands the effect of
high costs on operating budgets.

W

The Weatherhaven RCS solution also oﬀers clients the ease of self-installing
‘plug-and-play’ options, whereby artisans are not needed to install even electrical kits

eatherhaven RCS,
part of Canvas and Tent
Manufacturing (and winner
of the DTI ‘Exporter of the
Year’ award), understands the importance of
supplying products and integrated systems
suitable for anything from exploration
camps used during the Greenﬁeld stages of
mining to pioneer camps.
Within the Canvas and Tent Group of
Companies it has mastered the art of
providing well designed, durable functional
products suitable for the extreme African
environments.

Leading Manufacturers of
HDPE Jointing Systems
in sizes from
20mm to 3000mm

Durban:
Unit 3, Mt Edgecombe Industrial Park,
65 Marshall Drive, Mt Edgecome
Tel: +27 31 539 7451 Fax: 086 618 3056
Email: shawn.pretorius@stp-sa.com
ZZZVWSÀWWLQJVFR]D

Johannesburg:
8 Greenstone Place, Block C,
6WRQHULGJH2I¿FH3DUN*UHHQVWRQH-RKDQQHVEXUJ
Tel: +27 82 828 2312 Fax: 086 545 5390
Email: michael.pretorius@stp-sa.com
Email Sales: Lee-Ann Pillay - lpillay@stp-sa.com

Weatherhaven RCS understands the
importance of supplying products and
integrated systems suitable from exploration
camps which is used during the Greenﬁeld
stages of mining to pioneer camps

The company oﬀers solutions for exploration camps which
consist of high quality local manufactured bow tents with all the
necessary stretchers, sleeping bags and collapsible cupboards.
They are completely mobile and also take into account ‘quick packup and go’ requirements.
For the longer term, more luxurious, home-away-from-home
camp, Weathernhaven RCS has solutions which not only oﬀer
sleeping quarters for exploration teams but also take care of
kitchens and ablutions. It also supplies mobile water puriﬁcation
systems to ensure safe drinking water.
As a solution-driven company it oﬀers a tailor-made solution,
taking all factors into consideration when teams are deployed
during Greenﬁeld stages of mining. As camps move on a
continuous basis – it provides reusable crates to pack up the entire
camp. The company also has a crate to house HVAC units so they
don’t get damaged during mobilisation.
The Weatherhaven RCS solution also oﬀers clients the ease of
self-installing ‘plug-and-play’ options, whereby artisans are not
needed to install even electrical kits. “We supply good quality
detail installation manuals and operating manuals on all our
products oﬀered. In the past we have supplied manuals in French,
for the companies operating in the French speaking countries.”
Strategic partners ensure a 360 degree service which includes
camp management, medical services (including personnel, clinics
and medical evacuation) and security services. MRA
Weathernhaven RCS has
solutions which not only
oﬀer sleeping quarters for
exploration teams but take
care of kitchens and also
ablutions

Brands proudly available within the Canvas & Tent group:
• Weatherhaven RCS – specialists in the design and
manufacture of integrated redeployable turnkey camp
solutions.
• Bushtec Safari – market leaders in the supply of luxurious
products to game reserves and safari destinations.
• Bushtec Adventure – specialist designers and manufacturers
of outdoor tents and equipment.
• Tents Direct – Canvas and Tent’s one-stop retail shop.
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Enhanced
machine
intelligence

with many-

core control
technology
With the company’s C6670 industrial server, Beckhoff has brought
to market one of the most powerful machine controllers to date,
equipped with up to 36 processor cores. MD HANS BECKHOFF
explains the benefits of many-core machine controllers.

S

ince the CPUs in PCs are among
the most powerful processors
available today, we oﬀer cuttingedge performance with our PCbased control technology and continuously
push the envelope in automation. Current
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With Tw
winCAT 3, individual machine
function
ns can be eﬃciently assigned
to as many as 36 processor cores

‘starter processors’ feature four or eight
cores, but processors with up to 64 cores
will soon be considered standard.
When you have 10 or 20 times more
computing performance at your disposal,

you can base your machine control
technology on a whole new set of
innovative concepts. However, since three
to ﬁve years is not a lot of time to develop
completely new software architecture, the

Coralynne & Associates +27 (011) 849 3142

ABSOLUTE
MATERIAL FLOW
CONTROL

•
•
•
•
•
•

users of automation technology are well
advised to begin this endeavour today.
The C6670 industrial server provides
the ideal platform to evaluate what a
24-core or 36-core computer can provide.
Such a powerful controller already
delivers tangible application beneﬁts for
sophisticated automation tasks today.
A single C6670 can reduce the amount
of computer hardware required by taking
the place of several conventional PCs.
This also enables you to replace the
data communication between multiple
computers with much faster software-tosoftware communication.
This means that you can develop more
powerful machines and systems for all
industries, especially in areas where our
eXtreme Fast Control (XFC) technology
is employed. Many-core control and XFC
increase the performance of machines
and systems and the product quality with
their highly precise and extremely fast
control processes, while minimising the
consumption of energy and raw materials.
The industrial server is mainly a central
data processing unit that makes computing,
storage and communication capacities
available locally. With our modular and
scalable control technology, however, we
support both concepts as a rule. MRA

Optimum material flow
Up to 80% decrease in material degredation
Reduced dust and noise levels
Virtually maintenance free
Greatly reduced spillage
Significant reduction in belt damage
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Fax: +27 (0) 11 827-6132
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Weir and
Trio, the
perfect fit.
Together, Weir and Trio complete
the picture to form a portfolio of
best-in-class minerals processing
solutions. Already a leading
manufacturer of crushing and
separation equipment, Trio is
now backed by Weir Minerals’
commitment to superior material
technologies to deliver better
solutions – and lower your total
ownership costs. Combine this
with Weir Minerals’ global service
network, and it’s just another
reason why, whenever, wherever,
we’ll get the job done.
Find out more at weirandtrio.com

WARMAN® CAVEX®
LINATEX® ENDURON®

Minerals
weirminerals.com
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